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  AN INTERDISCIPLINARY THINK TANK AT RICE UNIVERSITY      
There is no better time than now to revisit, challenge and redefi ne our 

understanding of continental margins and to explore the implications 
for natural resources, paleo-environments, climate and Earth history.  

We are also in a time where we know more as a community, but 
we have become more specialized than ever before, making it 

diffi cult to communicate and synthesize.  

We are at a crossroads, where further progress requires an 
interdisciplinary approach that juxtaposes the deep and 
surface Earth, industry and academics, and fi nally physicists, 
chemists and geologists.  Houston, through the IRESS 
initiative launched in 2014 and sponsored by Rice University’s 
Department of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Sciences 
(EEPS), offers a unique opportunity to bring together leaders 

in Earth science from both industry and academia.  

The Rice EEPS department is one of the world’s leading innovators 
of generating new frameworks for understanding whole Earth 

system dynamics.  Rice EEPS, in partnership with industry and 
private enterprise, will serve as a global think tank to advance our 

understanding of earth, planetary and environmental systems.

5TH ANNUAL INDUSTRY-RICE EARTH SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM 
IRESS 2018- WHOLE EARTH CARBON CYCLING     WWW.EARTHSCIENCE.RICE.EDU/IRESS

IRESS
Industry-Rice Earth Science Symposium

2018
22-23 FEBRUARY 2018
BAKER INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC POLICY

The habitability of our planet depends in large part on the amount of carbon in the atmosphere.  Too 
little carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, Earth’s surface could freeze over, but too much could lead to 
runaway greenhouse. Although carbon dioxide levels over Earth’s history have not changed so much to 
extinguish life completely, the variations are signifi cant enough to have infl uenced the evolution of life, 
climate, and the nature of geologic processes on Earth’s surface.

This workshop will bring together a diverse set of experts from academia and industry to develop a 
better understanding of how carbon cycling has evolved on Earth.  We will discuss the origin of volatiles 
from a planetary accretion and diff erentiation perspective and how volatiles are exchanged between 
deep planetary interiors and their atmospheres through tectonics, magmatism, weathering, sedimenta-
tion, and biology.  Of interest will be how these processes operate over vast lengthscales and timescales 
from cycling on the whole Earth scale, which operates on billions to millions of years, to the exchange 
of carbon between the ocean and atmosphere, which operates on timescales of seconds to thousands 
of years.

We will also discuss carbon in the context of energy, from the origin of hydrocarbon source rocks to the 
generation of reservoirs.  Organic-rich sediments can also lead to important metal ores.  We will discuss 
new technologies for hydrocarbon exploration and source rock characterization.  Finally, we will discuss 
carbon economics and policy in terms of energy, environment and society.  IRESS 2018 represents a 
unique opportunity to have a vigorous discussion about carbon in the context of economic growth and 
the habitability of our planet.

There is no better time than now to revisit, challenge and redefi ne our 
understanding of continental margins and to explore the implications 

for natural resources, paleo-environments, climate and Earth history.  
We are also in a time where we know more as a community, but 

of generating new frameworks for understanding whole Earth 
system dynamics.  Rice EEPS, in partnership with industry and 

private enterprise, will serve as a global think tank to advance our 
understanding of earth, planetary and environmental systems.
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GROUNDED IN ICE: Getting to the bottom of ice sheet advance, 
retreat, and collapse

By Linda Welzenbach
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REPORT FROM THE CHAIR

Inspiration from loss
Another year has passed. � is is now our second issue of 
Outcroppings. We have much to report as a department. First and 
foremost, it is with great sadness that I report the passing of our 
beloved Hans Ave Lallemant on 14 November 2016 (see In Memorium, 
page 11). He started at Rice in 1970 and retired in 2006. He was the 
core of our structural geology program during that time and trained 
many students in the art of mapping and structural analysis.  Many of 
you may remember spring recess out mapping the Mariscal anticline 
in Big Bend National Park with Hans.  We celebrated Hans’s life with 
his immediate family, alums and friends of the department; it was 
sad to lose a member of our department, but it was truly inspiring 
to see so many people that were touched by Hans and Marjo. Hans’s 
passing reminded all the faculty why we are here: to mentor the next 
generation.

� e torch of research excellence
Our department continues to in� uence the scienti� c 
community through publications in high impact journals. With 
Megan Duncan (PhD ’16) and Yuan Li (post-doctoral fellow), Rajdeep 
Dasgupta published two papers in Nature Geoscience, one on the 
origin of volatiles during the early accretion of Earth (see Carbon 
through accretion page 26) and the other on the deep carbon cycle and 
how it in� uenced the rise of Earth’s atmospheric oxygen. Hongbo Li 
(post-doc), current grad student Andrew Moodie and Je�  Nittrouer 
published a seminal paper in Science Advances on sediment dynamics 
of the Yellow River in China, providing both data and theory on 
how to manage rivers. Post-doc Min Chen, along with Fenglin Niu, 
and others in the department, published in Nature Communications 
a seismic study showing deep lithospheric foundering beneath 
Tibet.  � ere were many other papers published by members of our 
department, but not enough room here to describe them all (see Science 
Briefs, page 24). 

New faces
� ere were also a number of new faces that joined us this year. We 
brought on Linda Welzenbach as our science editor/coordinator for 
the department. She has assumed editorship of Outcroppings. Linda 
hails from twenty years of experience in geology curation and outreach 
at the Smithsonian Institution, so she brings with her many new 
talents and insights.   Linda is helping us achieve one of our key goals, 
which is to � nd ways to better communicate the department’s research 
to a wide community and, most importantly, to show that science has 
a humanistic side to it.  Linda is replacing our beloved  Larisa La Mere 
(BS ’16), who served as Outcroppings very � rst editor. Larisa took a 
year o�  doing missionary work and is now enrolled in a soil science 
graduate degree at Oregon State University.

Melodie French started as a new assistant professor, coming from a 
post-doc at the University of Maryland.  After half a year of planning 
and renovations, she now has a fully operational laboratory, where she 
focuses on simulating the fracture properties of rocks and sediments.  
We also established the Wiess post-doctoral fellowship for the � rst 
time, and after a very competitive search, we were lucky to bring 
Jonathan Delph into our ranks in 2016 as the � rst Wiess fellow.  He 
received his PhD from the University of Arizona and is working 
with the seismology group on the deep structure of volcanoes.  Our 
2017 Wiess Fellow is Cailey Condit, who just arrived to work on 
metamorphism and rock deformation.

Of alums and adjuncts
We were also lucky to see many of our alums and friends of the 
department come back to help teach.  Kevin Biddle (PhD ’78) and 
Kurt Rudolph joined forces to teach a new course on decision making 
in the energy industry. Gary Gray taught our introductory structure 

course.  Kevin, Kurt, Gary and Lori Summa will soon be developing a new 
course on petroleum systems, where students will learn the art of integrating 
and synthesizing a wide array of diverse datasets and, most importantly, how 
to work together in a team, a skill that has always been di�  cult to learn in 
traditional academic settings.  Malcolm Ross (PhD ’95) continues to teach 
GIS for our students. We very much look forward to working with all of 
our adjuncts towards building a curriculum that will prepare our students to 
work in the real world.

From networking to student-organized activities
� is year we continued to improve our networking programs for the 
bene� t of our students. Graduate student Pankaj Khanna started the 
� rst Rice Industry Geosciences Seminar (RIGS) in partnership with our 
student chapter of the AAPG. � e purpose of RIGS is to bring in former 
alums to give advice to our students and provide a venue for our students 
to give presentations to a broad audience. � rough all this, Martha Lou 
Broussard (BA ’57) has continued to be indispensable to our department. 
Her connections and her commitment to the department helped us reach 
out to our alums and friends like never before.  Martha Lou organized the 
Rice reunion at this year’s AAPG convention in Houston, bringing so many 
generations of Rice students, faculty and friends back together again.

We also want to thank Wey-Yi Foo (president of Geounion) and the 
students for taking the lead in running Loony NoonZ, a seminar where 
faculty, post-docs, students and occasional visitors can give freewheeling 
talks using a whiteboard only, no PowerPoint slides.  Students were 
proactive in many other activities, including the development of � eld trips. 
Particularly noteworthy was Pankaj Khanna’s initiating and organizing an 
AAPG � eld trip to Spain (see Ainsa, Spain page 32.) 

Catalyzing ideas with industry
We held the 4th annual Industry-Rice Earth Science Symposia (IRESS) 
in February of this year (see Symposia, page 7).  � e theme this year was 
titled “� e building of a passive margin”.  We spared no expense to bring 
in the best from academia and industry to tackle how passive margins 
develop from a truly diverse set of expertise. We brought in geophysicists, 
geodynamicists, sedimentologists, paleoclimatologists, and more to revisit 
old paradigms and propose new directions for research.  Pete Vail was 
present on the last day of the meeting when discussions were centered 
around sequence stratigraphy.  What we learned is that understanding 
the stratigraphic record of passive margin sediments requires a deep 
understanding of sediment delivery and the development of accommodation 
space, and in particular, how these processes are in� uenced on both long 
and short timescales from deep Earth processes and climatic/hydrologic 
change. Fundamental advances are still to be made in passive margin studies, 
provided deep Earth and surface Earth scientists come together. We hope 
Rice, with its collective strengths in whole Earth systems science will lead 
this � eld.

Where are we going this coming year?
So much change happened this past year, but we are only beginning.  As 
of July 1, 2017, the name of our department is o�  cially changing to the 
Department of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Sciences (DEEPS).  
� is name change was necessary to better re� ect the current strength of 
our faculty and the evolving nature of Earth science as a � eld. But it is 
also aspirational. � is past year, we established an environmental science 
undergraduate major in our department. � e next coming years will see us 
grow this program in terms of students and more faculty in environmental 
science.  Mark Torres, an environmental geochemist, will be the � rst new 
faculty along these lines; arriving this fall as assistant professor from his 
post-doctoral fellowship at Caltech.We also established that re-capturing 
our legacy in planetary science and exploration should be one of our highest 
priorities over the next decade. We were not expecting to make a hire in this 
� eld immediately, but for this year’s IRESS, we had invited Kirsten Siebach 
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to give the dinner keynote on the stratigraphy of Mars based on her work 
on the Mars Curiosity mission.  Her visit went so well that our faculty 
unanimously decided we should try to bring her into our ranks.  Kirsten 
will be joining us as assistant professor next year, kick-starting our growth 
in planetary science much earlier than we had planned. � e lesson we 
learned was that it is important to have a long term vision so that one is 
prepared to recognize an opportunity if it arises early. 

Towards our goals in planetary science, we are also in the process 
of establishing a second departmental post-doctoral fellowship in 
partnership with the Lunar and Planetary Institute at Clear Lake. We 
hope that this fellowship will bring NASA and Rice closer through 
collaboration.  We are currently trying to come up with a name for the 
fellowship, so if you have any suggestions, please do let us know.

We have also begun to recognize the growing importance of data science, 
especially in the geosciences. Now, more than ever, we need to train 
students who are capable of working with and synthesizing large datasets. 
On the one hand, this requires computational skills, but it also requires 
domain knowledge. Several petroleum companies have expressed interest 
in seeing universities take the lead in training a new generation of data 
scientists with geoscience domain knowledge.  � is year Rice started its 
� rst initiative in data science, with the � rst step of establishing a number 
of new faculty lines.  Unfortunately, we were unsuccessful in getting 
one of these lines. However, together with the Professional Master’s 
program at Rice, we are laying the foundation for the � rst Data Science 
Professional Science Master’s program at Rice through our Subsurface 
Geoscience Professional Science Master’s program.  � is will represent a 
fundamentally new direction for us, but if we are successful, it will pave 
the way for more data science programs throughout the University.  

We also anticipate a number of infrastructure changes in our building 
this next year.  A new wet laboratory is being built out for Mark Torres.  
A computer facility and space “command center” will be built out for 
Kirsten Siebach.  � e Chevron Visualization Center is moving out of 
Chemistry and into the third � oor of our building.  We anticipate that 
the new Visualization Center will draw far more users, including high 
pro� le planetary exploration research.  

One consequence of expanding our expertise and building new labs is 
that sacri� ces have to be made. We are completely maxed out in terms 
of laboratory space and o�  ce space for faculty and students. � is is a 
good problem to have, but it also means that expansion is a problem. 
Unfortunately, we have had to move Andre Droxler’s lab to accommodate 
our recent hires. But as unfortunate as this sounds, there is a silver lining.  
We will be building out his lab in the Space Science building, just across 
from our building. � is new space will be a state-of-the-art facility for 
interactive research meetings and sample archiving.  � is space will come 
with large-screen visualization as well as open areas to lay out maps and 
sedimentary cores for examination, providing a special meeting place for 
industry and earth scientists to come together.  Andre will take the lead 
in establishing this new lab as an industry-Rice facility. 

Another positive outcome of limited space is that we are being forced to 
be as e�  cient as possible.  Sharing of space is becoming the cultural norm 
in our department, which turns out to facilitate interactions between 
students.  We are building a rock preparation facility that will be shared 
by all faculty.  We know that very soon, we will reach our maximum 
e�  ciency, so we are desperately looking how to expand are physical 
footprint to accommodate our growth in the next several years.
Over this next year, we will continue to make headway on our 
most ambitious goal ever. � at is, to start an Institute of the Earth, 
Environment, and Energy. � is institute will conduct research in the 
area of four grand challenges: coastal sustainability, energy and natural 
resources, physics and chemistry of � uids, and planetary exploration.  All 

of these grand challenges are relevant to the Gulf Coast, with Rice and 
the city of Houston being ideal for tackling these challenges because of 
the diverse set of relevant expertise, from energy to medical to space.  
A guiding principle of our proposed institute will be to instill a whole 
Earth systems philosophy and generate an entirely new generation 
of students comfortable and adept in thinking in complex systems. 
� e ultimate goal is to inform on how to build a habitable planet 
through a balanced and integrated view of energy, natural resources 
and environment. We hope to train not just scientists, but medical 
doctors, policy makers, politicians, lawyers, journalists, etc. in the art of 
systems thinking, through Earth and environmental science. Imagine 
an institute on par in terms of research excellence and societal impact 
as Rice’s Baker Institute of Public Policy, working in parallel with the 
Baker Institute to lead the nation in building a more habitable planet.  
Together, there would be nothing like it in the world, with the Institute 
of Earth, Environment and Energy providing data and the Baker 
Institute providing policy advice.  I am convinced that the only place in 
the world where such an endeavor can be successful is here in Houston. 
� e institute is something that our department must take the lead on.

We recognize that the institute is clearly a moonshot goal and there is a 
chance we will fail, simply because of the amount of resources needed 
to build an institute will be colossal. In many ways, however, we are 
already building it by the small, forward-looking steps our department 
and faculty are taking as described above (IRESS, Environmental 
Science major, new faculty in planetary exploration and environmental 
science, data science professional masters, scienti� c communication, 
etc.). But we remain idealistically hopeful because of the energy in our 
faculty, alums and friends. Already, many of you have stepped up to 
help in terms of gifts or volunteering your time, advice and ideas.  For 
example, the success of IRESS has been made possible by your support 
in the form of the IRESS endowment, with the goal of establishing an 
industry-Rice symposia that sustains itself for perpetuity. We are truly 
grateful. With such teamwork, we will succeed.

Initial momentum is building for our institute through the building 
of the Rice Center for a Sustainable Earth (www.earthscience.rice.
edu/sustainearth). To kickstart development, Mary Anne and William 
Dingus (BA ’81) formalized a challenge gift to the department to help 
establish an endowment called Human Impacts on the Earth. 
� eir gift will match any donation or pledge of $2,500 to the fund. 
If we make this challenge we will have a $500,000 endowment to 
support research and education activities focused on understanding 
how to maintain a habitable planet. Towards these ends, our priorities 
center around research support for students, enhancing opportunities 
for female geoscientists, building new analytical and computational 
facilities, adding new faculty lines through endowed chairs, establishing 
post-doctoral fellowships in partnership with industry or the planetary 
community in Houston, and fostering more industry ties.  We are 
grateful for Mary Anne’s and Bill’s generous gift and we hope you might 
consider contributing to this endowment or getting involved with the 
department by providing advice, helping our students, and more. 

If interested in giving or helping, please contact DEEPS Chair Cin-Ty 
Lee (ctlee@rice.edu) or Natural Science Development O�  cer Jerry 
Haus (jerry.haus@rice.edu).  More information on Giving can also be 
found here:   earthscience.rice.edu/giving/

It is an honor to serve the department and all its illustrious alums.

Fondly and sincerely,
Cin-Ty Lee
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“We hope you can help with this effort to quantify our impact on 
the planet. After all, we can’t fi x what we don’t understand.” 

– Mary Anne and Bill Dingus ’81

TOWARDS THE RICE CENTER FOR A SUSTAINABLE EARTH
     Building a habitable planet in a complex and interconnected world through scienti� c discovery and communication

Our Mission:
The world is more complex, interconnected, and uncertain than ever before. The future of our planet, the health of 
our society, and the welfare of its seven billion inhabitants will require creative solutions that balance resources, 
environment, health, and economy. Sustainable paths forward will require collective, non-partisan action coupled with 
the ability to see the world and all its components and fully interdependent.

Our Objectives:
• To train the next generation of students how to think about complex systems through research and learning 

about the Earth and its environment.

• To identify and develop science-based solutions to the world’s most pressing problems through the 
convergence of Whole Earth Systems science expertise at Rice University and Houston’s unique combination 
of energy, medical, chemical and space sectors.

www.earthscience.rice.edu/sustainearth

Fundraising challenge has begun!
Initial momentum is building for our institute. To kickstart development, Mary Anne and William Dingus (BA ’81) formalized a challenge gift 
to the department this year to help establish an endowment called  Human Impacts on the Earth. Their gift will match any donation 
or pledge of $2,500 to the fund. If we make this challenge we will have a $500,000 endowment to support research and education activities 
focused on understanding how to maintain a habitable planet. We are grateful for this generous gift and we hope you might consider 
contributing to this endowment or getting involved with the department by providing advice, helping our students, and more.

If you are interested in giving or helping, contact Department of EEPS Chair Cin-Ty Lee (ctlee@rice.edu) or Natural Science Development Offi cer Jerry Haus (jerry.haus@rice.edu). 

Building bridges between Rice 
and Houston-based industries 

and community
Great ideas come from interactive 
environments where people come 
together to work on problems of 
mutual interest. Many of the best ideas 
cannot come solely from academia in 
isolation; the world is now too complex.  
We believe in opening a dialog 
between leaders in industry, business, 
government, and academia.

Industry-Rice Earth Science 
Symposia (IRESS)

In parallel with the Rice Center for a 
Sustainable Earth, we are holding the 
annual IRESS symposia between the 
Department of EEPS and the Houston 
energy industry.  These symposia 
are now in their fi fth year. We tackle 
problems of mutual interest between 
industry and academia. Recently, 
we have brought top scientists 
together to discuss sequence 
stratigraphy, sediment transport and 
the development of passive margins. 
In 2018, we will be investigating whole 
Earth carbon cycling.

Texas-sized grand challenges
The city of Houston is the ideal place 
to develop new ways of tackling energy 
and environmental problems. How the 
Gulf Coast will move forward in the face 
of environmental change may ultimately 
be the template for sustainable growth 
for the world.

Towards a natural resource strategy
Build a natural resource (minerals, 
hydrocarbons, water, biodiversity) 
strategy for sustainable exploration, 
extraction, application and end-of-life 
processes.

The Texas coast: past, present & future
Develop accurate predictions on 
the future of the Texas coast to 
build economically sound strategies 
that prepare Houston’s response to 
environmental change

Fluid fl ow in everyday life
Share the science and technologies of 
fl uid fl ow from volcanoes, groundwater 
systems, hydrocarbon migration, ocean 
circulation to blood fl ow.

Planetary habitability and exploration
Build a team of planetary scientists 
with the intent to grow Rice University’s 
legacy in planetary and space 
exploration.

HELP US BUILD THIS CENTER!
Over the next fi ve years, we will be building the center, with the ultimate goal 
of building an Institute of Earth, Environment and Energy. We will work with 
Houston’s energy, medical, chemical and space sectors to train the next 
generation of undergraduate and graduate students in complex systems 
thinking through Whole Earth Systems Science.  We will pursue four grand 
challenges facing Houston and the Gulf Coast.  However, we cannot do 
this alone. We will need your help.  Come join us on this exciting journey of 
learning about our planet and how to make it more habitable.
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EARTHSCIENCE.RICE.EDU/IRESS

REPORT OF THE 2017  INDUSTRY-RICE EARTH SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM 
CONTINENTAL MARGINS II: INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES ON THE 
BUILDING OF A PASSIVE MARGIN

23-24 FEBRUARY 2017
BAKER INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC POLICY

IRESS made possible through the generous support of sponsors:

Manik Talwani (Rice University) kicked off  the sessions, weaving a story of the 
formation of the continental margin in Bangladesh based on geophysics and 
geology.  Talwani was followed by Donna Shillington from Lamont Doherty 
Earth Observatory (LDEO) who gave a tour of diff erent modes of incipient 
rifting around the world, followed by Roger Buck (LDEO), talking about the role 
of magmas in facilitating rifting. Roger also touched on the infamous seaward 
dipping refl ectors. Shanan Peters from the University of Wisconsin presented a 
history of erosion and sedimentation over the last billion years of Earth history, 
showing that there have been fundamental changes in sediment production and 
storage capacities in the late Proterozoic. 

Nick Christie-Blick (LDEO) began the afternoon with a provocative talk on 
potential pitfalls of interpreting sequence stratigraphy, leading to a friendly 
sparring match with Pete Vail, and eventually the audience.  Kevin Bohacs 
(ExxonMobil) then talked about mud and how sequence stratigraphic concepts 
can still be applied to these more distal sediments. This was followed by Chris 
Paola (Minnesota), who talked about the physics of transporting sediments, 
particularly mud, far out onto the continental shelf and beyond.

Our keynote speaker for the evening was Kirsten Siebach from Caltech. She took us on an amazing 
journey to Mars to show Curiosity’s journey in to Gale crater and the discovery of fl uvio-deltaic 
desposits and lacustrine mudstones.  Siebach has been part of uncovering an explosion of new 
evidence, including a greater igneous diversity than predicted and long-lived liquid water in rivers 
and lakes at the surface, creating environments potentially habitable to life.

by Cin-Ty Lee
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The 4th annual Industry-Rice Earth Science 
Symposia gathered together a highly interdis-
ciplinary group of speakers, including sedi-
mentologists, geophysicists, paleoclimatolo-
gists, structural geologists, geodynamicists, 
and even planetary geologists.  

Ken Miller (Rutgers) discussed the role of glacioeustasy in controlling sequence boundaries in the 
Cretaceous. Becky Dorsey (University of Oregon) gave us a tour of how rifting and sedimentation 
interplay during the initiating of the Gulf of California rift. Day two was kicked off  by Vitor Abreu from 
Rice, laying out the foundation of sequence stratigraphy as a methodology for interpreting seismic 
sections and hydrocarbon exploration.  Half way through his talk, Pete Vail (Rice) made a surprise 
appearance. Blake Dyer (LDEO), a former Rice alum, talked about new methods for interrogating the 
stratigraphy of carbonate platforms. Jerry Mitrovica (Harvard), broadcast via skype, discussed the 
complexities of interpreting sea level; from dynamic topography to glacioeustasy, to glacial isostatic 
adjustments associated with changes in ice volume.
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Academic-Industry Vision- IRESS

Outstanding questions
What we learned from IRESS was that there is still 
much unknown about passive margins and that 
interdisciplinary approaches are needed to continue 
to make progress.  A number of outstanding questions 
remain.  What is the nature of the ocean-continent 
transition and what controls it?  In some cases, 
the ocean-continent transition is sharp in terms of 
elevation and crustal thickness. In other cases, the 
transition is more gradual.  What role does the style 
of tectonism and magmatism play in controlling the 
nature of this transition?  A key question that remains 
unanswered is how does magmatic fl ux vary from the 
initiation of rifting to the formation of an ocean basin?  
It is widely thought that there is an rapid pulse of 
magmatism just before initiation, often attributed to 
the emplacement of a large igneous province, but 
to what extent has this been tested? Why are not 
all passive margins graced with fl ood basalts?  Are 

these magmas related to plumes, and if so, do plumes trigger rifting?   Alternatively, are these magmatic pulses 
associated instead with preferential melting of fertile mantle lithosphere formed during ancient orogenic events?  
To what extent does the composition and structure of the lithospheric mantle play in controlling the nature of rifting 
and magmatism?

Rifting, or more specifi cally crustal thinning, is key to generating accommodation space for sediments. Superimposed 
on such subsidence are the eff ects of dynamic topography, which can modulate the subsidence.  On shorter 
timescales, changes in ocean volume due to the waxing and waning of ice sheets also modulate accommodation 
space (glacio-eustasy).  Sequence boundaries, we learned, are the manifestations of the complex interplay between 
sediment supply and accommodation space. At one extreme, sequence boundaries and changes in relative sea 
level are interpreted in terms of glacio-eustasy, but we learned that sediment supply plays a very important role at 
times.  Sequence stratigraphy as a method is independent of causal interpretations and will continue to be a useful 
methodology for hydrocarbon exploration. However, one can’t help but wonder whether fundamental changes in 
the erosional capacity of continents, driven by changes in tectonism, play an important, if not dominant role, in 
controlling large and sustained changes in apparent relative sea level.  To what extent is passive margin development 
and the generation of a clastic platform dependent on far-fi eld processes? For example, the development of the 
Amazon delta is ultimately driven by uplift in the Andes, as this is the source of sediment.  Climatic shifts in air 
circulation could impart higher frequency signals in the erosional response of mountains, which could manifest as a 
rapid change in relative sea level on the passive margin.  Clearly, an important, but challenging step forward, will be 
to develop methods for dating sequence boundaries, particularly unconformities, in order to determine if sequence 
boundaries are truly coeval and global, allowing us to separate glacio-
eustatic eff ects from tectonic or climate-induced changes on erosion 
and sediment supply.  At the most basic level, we still do not know 
whether sequence boundaries represent globally synchronous events.  
New dating approaches will be necessary to resolve this problem. 

What appears to be emerging is that understanding the stratigraphic 
record of passive margin sediments will require deep and surface 
Earth geo-scientists to come together.  Deep Earth processes control 
the fi rst order shape of the continental margin. Together with climate, 
deep Earth processes also drive erosion and sediment delivery.  
Glacio-eustasy and the morphodynamics of fl uvial, deltaic and shelfal 
systems are superimposed on these deep Earth controls.  All of these 
processes impact the global cycling of carbon and other volatiles.  
Active tectonism drives the long term inputs of carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere, whereas weathering and sedimentation, particularly on 
continental margins and ocean basins are the carbon sinks. Next year, 
we will move towards carbon cycling on passive margins.

We want to thank all the alums, friends, faculty and students of 
the Department of EEPS for all the hard work in making IRESS 
successful.

Photo: Davin Wallace

Pictured (left to right): Martha Lou Broussard, Peter Vail, 
Malcolm Ross, Cin-Ty Lee

Poster Competition Winners (left to right): 1st place) 
Heath Hopson (Rice) , Lindsay Prothro (Rice), Emily 
Stibbe (University of Houston), Jeff rey Obelez (Louisiana 
State University), Gary Linkevich (Rice)
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CONFERENCES & SYMPOSIA    

In November of 2016, over 24 international scientists converged on Lake Chelan (LC) Valley to present 
hydrological and sedimentological research on Lake Baikal and the Selenga River in Russia-- a lake that 
holds 20 percent of the world’s fresh water.  Professor  Je�  Nittrouer, Prof. Sergey Chalov (Lomonosov 
Moscow State, Russia), and Dr. Daniel Karthe (Helmholtz Centre, Germany), and local scientist Phil 

Long co-organized the  conference and workshop at 
Lake Chelan to bring attention to the developing Lake 
Chelan Research Institute (LCRI).

Nittrouer selected Lake Chelan for this biennial 
meeting for the purpose of introducing the Selenga-
Baikal community to a similar � uvial-lacustrine 
environment and to engage the LCRI on current 
research practices that can be applied to study of Lake 
Chelan. LCRI got the bene� t of access to more than 
20 years of data, enabling them to see long-term trends 
and the use of lake monitoring and research.

                                                        Selenga-Baikal Research Conference
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Over 100 alumni, faculty past and present, and friends of the Earth Sciences department attend-
ed the Rice Reception on Tuesday evening. Included in the crowd were Larry Meckel (BA 1959), 
the 2017 Sidney Powers Memorial Award winner, and his wife, Barbara. John Anderson was 
being honored at the meeting with a special session and many of his former students were also 
there.  Cin-Ty Lee introduced himself as the new Department Chair and talked about his vision 
for the department. Everyone enjoyed seeing long lost friends and the good food and drinks. We 
hope to see even more alumni at the 2020 AAPG meeting.  - Martha Lou Broussard

Dr. John Anderson at the 100th AAPG ACE, 
standing next to the program listing for the ses-
sion dedicted in his honor.  

DEEPS would like to extend a note of 
thanks and gratitude to Martha Lou 

Broussard who works tirelessly and enthu-
siastically to support our Alumni and  to 
organize such successful events such as the 
AAPG Alumni reception.  

Dr. John Anderson with former students (Back to front, left to right) Alex Witus, Tony Ro-
driguez, Lindsay Prothro, Lauren Simkins, JA, Chris Oudezulu, (?), Julia Wellner, Davin 
Wallace, Alex Sims, Kristy Milliken, Phil Bart, Thomas (?), Ken Abdullah, Becky Minzoni
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In Memorium
On 18 November 2016, it was with deep sorrow that the department 
lost the dear and beloved Dr. Hans Avé  Lallemant.  Hans was a pioneer 
in the rheology of the mantle and the structural evolution of mountain 
belts all over the world.  His � eld work took him to all corners of the 
world, from Alaska to southeast Asia to the Caribbean. 

Many of us got our � rst experience in the � eld from Hans’ classes. He 
taught structural geology and � eld mapping at Rice from 1970 when 
he arrived as an assistant professor.  He will be missed by all.

Hans impact on everyone he worked with and mentored is re� ected in 
one of the many letters of remembrance of tribute sent to us.    

Hans was a great scientist, a � ne person, 
and a most valued member of George 
Harlow’s eclectic group of ladrones 
vulgares–after all, Hans was the guy who 
really knew about the rocks! I especially 
appreciated his good counsel based upon 
wide expertise as a structural geologist, 
especially of serpentinites and his patient 
attempts to educate a “� eld geochemist” 
concerning about the serpentinites and 
eclogites of Guatemala and Venezuela.

In the � eld, as well as at workshops and 
conferences Hans’ gentlemanly nature 
prevented hotter heads from prevailing. 
He educated and outcrop-tutored many 
colleagues, to the great advantage of 
jade-and-subduction research. He was 
a valued member of a collaboration 
carried out for nearly 15 years among 
an ever-increasing group of scientists.

Hans didn’t look at outcrops, he 
absorbed them. During his � eld work, 
he also absorbed a lot of incendiary chili 
peppers. His youth in the Dutch East 
Indies had evidently addicted him to 
incredibly spicy food. In Guatemala, 
Hans carried a bottle of the hottest chili 
sauce he could � nd in the breast pocket 

Ben is originally from Vietnam and has been in the US 
for more than 15 years. He has a bachelors degree in 
Computer Information Systems and a MBA. His hobbies 
are traveling, going to the gym, and practicing martial 
arts. He’s been in the IT � eld 10 years and in di� erent 
industries from telecom, transportation, to oil and gas, 
and healthcare. Working at Rice University his � rst job in 
the academic environment and he is proud to be part of 
our prestigious institution.

Melodie studies the material and hydrologic properties 
of fault rocks using techniques from experimental 
rock deformation and structural geology.  After half 
a year of planning and renovations, she now has a 
fully operational laboratory, where she focuses on 
simulating the fracture properties of rocks and 
sediments.  

Clinton left DEEPS in May to go work for the Rice OIT 
Center for Research Computing as a Research Computing 
Facilitator.  � is new role focuses on outreach, user 
education and helping researchers � nd the best resources 
for their computing needs. Heider was at Earth Science 
for over 3 years, during which he redesigned and updated 
the departmental data storage and research computing 
network, and trained graduate students and postdocs on 
how to use the scienti� c computer systems. 

Ben Nguyen
IT Specialist

Melodie French 
Faculty

Clinton Heider

 Hans Avé Lallemant at bat in 2006      

of his shirt, in case the group might 
wind up eating something that needed 
gustatory reinforcement.

Hans also liked good food with less 
personality. In 2002, I happened 
to run into him soon after an AGU 
conference hotel gave me 2 sets of 
complimentary dinner and drink 
tickets to apologize for problems with 
my room. At an appropriate time, 
we met at their very nice restaurant. 
Hours after the bottle of wine appeared 
at the table and the table and co� ee 
were cleared, Hans was still chatting 
away about serpentinites with great 
knowledge and enthusiasm. (� e food 
was good, too.)

Now, we will have to seek our friend 
and colleague Hans on the seacli� s 
of Venezuela, in the quebradas of 
Guatemala, and indeed on every 
outcrop that received his critical 
attention we can conjure from our 
memories.

Sorena Sorensen, Smithsonian 
Institution

Linda comes from the Smithsonian Institution with a 
background in planetary science, meteorite curation, 
and museum outreach.  She brings a variety of science 
communication experiences that she will utilize 
to create pubilically accessable research products, 
facilitate DEEPS outreach, and to help students with 
science communication. She enjoys photography, 
orchids and collects everything geologic.

Linda 
Welzenbach
Science Writer
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HANS G. AVÉ LALLEMANT 1938 –2016
Virginia B. Sisson(1), Albert W. Bally and Cin-Ty Lee,(2), Mark Gordon

Hans Avé Lallemant, professor of structural geology at Rice University 1970 – 2006 and emeritus faculty from 2006, passed away on 14 Novem-
ber 2016.  He was born on 2 May 1938 in Benkulu, Indonesia to Max and Marga Avé Lallemant where his father was a doctor.  During World 
War 2, the English sent his father in India as they mistakenly thought he was German.  Meanwhile, the Japanese interned his family in Brastagi, 
Indonesia.  His family was reunited in 1947.  During this childhood, he developed a liking for spicy peppers.  Later in life, he always had to buy 
a bottle of hot sauce especially during � eldwork.  His experiences in the jungles of Indonesia served him well as a � eld geologist as he learned 
how to � nd outcrops almost anywhere and didn’t mind bothersome insects.  He moved with his family to � e Hague, Netherlands in 1949. 

Hans was educated at University of Leiden (� e Netherlands) with his B.A. in Geology (1960) followed by his M.A. mapping in Galicia, Spain 
(1964) with his Ph.D. in Geology (1967) mapping in the type locality for lherzolite, Étang de Lers.  He rode a motor scooter from the Nether-
lands to Spain and France to do his graduate school � eldwork.  At one point, villagers who assumed his bleached blonde hair with red mustache 
and nascent beard was the sign of a vampire threatened his life with pitchforks and machetes.  Part of the problem was that even though he spoke 
many languages, he didn’t know Galician and no one in this village spoke any other language. He then moved to Yale University for a post-doc-
toral position with Dr. Neville Carter for three years.  

At Yale and in the period of 1970-78 as a young geology professor at Rice University, Hans was a rock mechanicist or “rock squeezer” who used 
high-pressure rock presses to simulate in the lab mantle conditions of pressure, temperature and strain rates.  Han’s two most cited papers both 
published in 1970 is based on his joint laboratory work as a post-doc at Yale: “High Temperature Flow of Dunite and Peridotite” and “Syntec-
tonic recrystallization of olivine and modes of � ow in the upper mantle”.  Even during this time, Hans knew that he had to tie his experimental 
work to � eld-based studies that began with a NSF proposal to survey the world’s known ophiolites; this led to research in Oregon, California and 
Greece.  He was never able to complete his survey as the number of ophiolites grew faster than he could do his detailed evaluation of their mantle 
structures.  One of his last e� orts was to return to this Ph.D. thesis area in the French Pyrenees to the type locality for lherzolite with Martin 
Drury to evaluate mantle � ow using modern approaches.  � is set initial NSF proposal led Hans to selecting his � eld areas based on understand-
ing a particular process and he was not tied to working in just one area but consider the entire globe as his natural workshop.  He also did not 
have special reverence for speci� c tools except for his eyes and compass.  He was happy making outcrop scale observations as well as spent many 
hours doing microscopic work.  He looked at oblique subduction using inactive structures in deep crustal rocks in the margins of the Caribbean 
to oblique subduction in an active setting using GPS data along the Aleutian Islands. He also scrupulously looked at earthquake fault plane solu-
tions for any event related to oblique convergence to see if he could � nd evidence for synchronous compressional and extensional events.  It made 
his day to � nd both types of beach balls to support his notions of oblique convergence.  In addition, he invited collaborations with many di� er-
ent geologists including other structural geologists, geochronologists, geochemists and petrologists to assist in re� ning the deformation history.

He said that part of the problem he had continuing with his laboratory work was NSF funding: apparently the rock physics work was reserved 
for a few leading labs, so, it was harder to carry out at a place like Rice.  So that was one reason to focus on � eld studies.  He was able to accom-
plish this transition; few geologists undergo major changes in their specialty or � eld areas but he was an exception to that. 
Hans was a pioneer in the rheology of the mantle and structural evolution of mountain belts around the world.  He was one of the � rst to cal-
ibrate a rheological law for ductile deformation of mantle rocks.  His � eld work took him to many exotic as well as mundane places from � eld 
trips he led for students in the Texas Hill Country, Big Bend, Alps, Cuba, and Hawaii to research work in Myanmar, Guatemala, Venezuelan 
Leeward Antilles, several areas in Venezuela (including the Cordillera de la Costa belt, Isla de Margarita, Serrania del Interior and Villa de Cura 
belt), Brooks Range, Yukon, Aleutian Islands, Pyrenees, Oregon, Greece, California, and more.  He often said that working in a variety of areas 
made � eldwork easier as he would remember the cold of the Alaska when working in the heat of Venezuela or visa versa.  He championed the 
signi� cance of transpression and transtension in mountain belts, particularly their role in the exhumation of subduction related assemblages.  

He was particularly interested in areas where plate convergence was or still is strongly oblique to subparallel to the plate boundary zone. In such 
cases of oblique convergence, displacement partitioning occurs. � e (sub)normal component of the convergence vector causes orogen- or arc-
(sub)normal shortening (folds, thrust faults); the orogen- or arc-parallel component causes simple-shear deformation and plate-boundary-par-
allel migration of the forearc and often of the arc region. If the arc is arcuate (the general case), arc-parallel extension might occur (arc-perpen-
dicular normal faults). He was a classic geologist using a U-stage and his battered volume of Tröger to determine small-scale kinematics of both 
ductile and brittle features.  He had an eye for details that few could surpass.  Others would go to where he worked and have a di�  cult time 
seeing all of these details but they always agreed with his observations.

He taught structural geology and � eld methods at Rice University from 1970 until he retired in 2006.  He took sabbaticals at SUNY Stony 
Brook in 1976-1977, Université de Paris (6) in 1984-1985 and Utrecht University in 2001.  He served as department vice chair from 1980-1983 
and chair from 1986-1989.  He also served the geologic community in many ways including GSA South-Central Management board, member 
of NSF panels, GSA Penrose Medal Committee, convener of several sessions at GSA annual meetings as well as serving on the editorial board of 
Tectonophysics from 1980-1998.  He was constantly mentoring students serving as principle advisor to 10 Ph.D. and 13 M.S. students.  � ese 
students have/had successful careers in the petroleum industry, geoengineering and academia.  He was a stickler for getting everything correct 
from using italics for labeling oceanic features to stereonets with every type of structural data observed.  � is is attention to detail is seen in both 
his publications and those of his students.

During his career, he got several awards including Basic Research Award (1981) from U.S. National Committee for Rock Mechanics (National 
Academy of Science, National Research Council, National Academy of Engineering). He was elected Corresponding Member, Royal Netherlands 
Academy of Arts and Science as well as Fellow of the Geological Society of America and Sigma Xi.

He is survived by his wife, Winifred Marjolijn (Marjo) Avé Lallemant, two children (Allison and Alexander) and four grandchildren 
Elliot, Lucas, Nathan and Dominic.

(1)Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, University of Houston, Houston TX 77204 USA     (2)Department of Earth Science, MS-126 Rice University, Houston TX 77005 USA

 Hans Avé Lallemant at bat in 2006      
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Cin-Ty Lee has won a prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship to 
investigate how and when continents emerged from the oceans 
and the e� ect of their emergence on the evolution of whole-
Earth cycling of life-giving nutrients.

Lee is one of 173 scholars, artists and scientists — and the only 
Earth scientist — chosen as 2017 Guggenheim Fellows. � e 
fellows represent 49 disciplines and 64 academic institutions 
and were chosen from nearly 3,000 applicants. Funded by the 
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, the fellow-
ships are awarded on the basis of achievements and exceptional 
promise to allow scholars to pursue their work with creative 
freedom.

� e Houston Geological Society Under-
graduate Scholarship Foundation chose 
Sarah Gerenday to receive a scholarship for 
the 2016-2017 academic year. � e scholar-
ship goal is to provide � nancial support for 
applicants in their endeavor towards a career 
in geoscience.

John Cornthwaite and Lacey Pyle received 
� e Houston Geological Society Calvert 
award which assists academically quali� ed 
geological students to pursue graduate studies 
in some branch of Economic Geology.

David Blank received  an AAPG Founda-
tion Classen Family Grant given to aca-
demially quali� ed graduate students.

Pankaj Khanna won the 1st Place Poster 
award at the AAPG Student Expo, Houston 
2016 for his poster ‘ Uppermost Pleistocene 
coralgal Reefs and Upper Cambrian microbi-
al bioherms: Morphologies and sea-level in-
duced evolution’.

Jacob Proctor won an Honorable Mention 
Graduate Student Oral Presentation at the 
51st GSA Annual Meeting.

Caroline Masiello was made a Geological Society of America 
Fellow in April 2017.  Masiello has made outstanding 
contributions into understanding the role of organic carbon in 
soils, which impacts a wide range of geoscience and other � elds, 
such as agriculture and climate change.   Society Fellowship 
is an honor bestowed on  the best of our profession through 
exceptional scienti� c scholarship, leadership and community 
service.
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Guggenheim Fellowship Geological Society of America Fellow
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Audrey Odwuor’s academic prowess, service and 
career goals have earned her the 2017 Dr. Mae 
C. Jemison Award for Academic Achievement 
and Public Service.  Each year, Rice University 
honors a graduating senior who exempli� es the 
values and ideals of the commencement speak-
er. � is year’s speaker was Mae Jemison, the � rst 
African-American woman in space. www. earth-
science.rice.edu/2017/05/15/audrey-odwuor

James Eguchi received the Lodieska Stock-
bridge Vaughn Fellowship, which provides a 
fellowship for a graduate student whose re-
cord at Rice shows evidence of outstanding 
achievement and promise. � is is the � rst for 
a DEEPS graduate student.

Nur Schuba was one of 22 students awarded the 
Anadarko/SEG (Society of Exploration Geo-
physicists) scholarship, among more than 800 
scholarship applications.
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LETTERS

Symposium on Sep 30.  I hope this is only the first of many future editions.
The Department has come a long way since those early days tucked in a corner of 
the upper floor of Keck Hall (then the Chemistry Bldg) with a few rooms, and three 
faculty (Croneis, Adams and Rogers) and a small group of eager students.
Proud to be a Rice grad from such a great department!

Ramil Wright, BA ‘60

Thought you might want to help me correct the entry for the list of alumni: I received 
both M.S. and Ph.D degrees at Rice in 1980 with the help of an AAPG Grants in Aid 
for the former, and a Weiss scholarship for the latter.  Those perks, plus a job with a 
mining company that also provided me with samples for my research, really helped 
get me through a major transition in my life-leaving formal schooling.

Having come to Rice in 1976 after spending 5 years on the staff (as a core lab 
and plate tectonics/oceanography tech) at Columbia University’s Lamont Doherty 
Geological Observatory, there was one thing I noticed about Rice right away. While 
at Columbia, I perceived graduate students to be coddled “under the wings” of 
their advisors. They were doing what they were directed to do to support world 
class faculty research in the pursuit of mutually beneficial research goals. At Rice, it 
felt more like you’d come up with your own ideas, pursue them vigorously, and then 
either sink or swim!  Not that there wasn’t ample faculty support and encouragement, 
but I was taught the value of independent thinking. I clearly remember Dr. Wilson 
(Dept. Chair at the time) telling me when I started my independent studies “well, 
I’m not convinced that there is a thesis topic here, but I will support your efforts 
conditional on showing results as you go along”. As it turned out, I used the same 
carbonate rocks drilled by the mining company to derive a paleoenvironmental 
study for the MS, and then proceeded with a geochemical approach to address 
carbonate diagenesis for the Doctorate degree. Synergy became a new skill set 
that allowed me to stay at the top of my class through an accelerated 4 year - 
2 degree program while getting paid part time as a mining research employee.  
Wohoo!

I haven’t worked on carbonate geology since I graduated. I did adapt the stable 
isotope geochemistry skill set learned at Rice and the research study discipline 
taught to me by Dr. Robert Folk during my Rice-sponsored semester of special 
studies at UT Austin in 1977. Opportunity opened doors that ultimately guided 
me to lead the oil and gas industry and both state and federal regulators towards 
implementing new groundwater protection sampling and monitoring standards. 
What an incredible turn of events!  After focusing exclusively on the properties 
of matrix and cement throughout both my undergraduate and graduate years of 
study, I left school to learn that there was an entirely different and equally exciting 
discipline focused instead on the fluids coursing through pore spaces. Oh, and the 
confidence I gained through independent thinking at Rice eventually set me free 
from the constraints of a corporate R&D environment to start my own consulting 
company in 1994.  I haven’t looked back since.  
Thank you all at Rice University!

Tony Gorody, PhD 1980

I just received the inaugural issue of Outcroppings.  Congratulations, I think this 
is a marvelous publication.    I read with great interest the research and activities 
ongoing in the Department of Earth Sciences at Rice.  You should be proud of 
what you have started; please continue the endeavor.

John Filson--Scientist Emeritus,U. S. Geological Survey
Rice Institute, Class of 1960, geology major

Dear Readers-

Thank you all for the tremendous and positive responses!  It was a wonderful 
surprise to get so many letters from our Alumni.  While we would love to be 
able to print all your letters, we have to save room for the variety of content 
you expect.  Keep the  letters, comments and suggestions coming.

Sincerely,
OUTCROPPINGS  (send all correspondence to ctlee@rice.edu)

Congratulations on birthing the first issue of Outcroppings. I enjoyed this first 
issue very much and look forward to receiving future editions.

Regarding the black and white photo on the last page regarding which you ask for 
identities of any subjects, I think I recognize two: The fellow second from left is 
faculty member H. C. Clark. Also, the tall fellow in the back row under the name 
Bill Powell is grad student Eric Nelson, who completed a master’s degree under 
Clark Burchfiel during the interval fall 1974 to spring 1976, before going on for a 
PhD at Columbia.

George C. Dunne
Rice PhD, 1972

I was there for our 55th 1960 class reunion last fall, attended the geology lecture 
and social [where I talked with a number of the grad students], and was given a 
delightful personal tour of the refurbished Geology building.  It appears that you 
have a dynamic faculty and students, with much energy and output added by your 
newer faculty.

I am still active in geology, with a long afternoon yesterday engaged with a pick 
mattock in a gravel pit, hand leveling between previous EDM stations and my 
new excavations, and photographing the new exposures made in the pit by the 
operators.  Based on OSL dating, this study documents the extension of two older 
lakes in the Bonneville basin into Cache Valley, which means that the deep Cutler 
Narrows on the west side of Cache Valley [through which most of the water of 
the Bonneville Flood flowed ~17.5 ka] must have been excavated below 4900’ 
before 179 ka.  I am junior author of a chapter on cutting of the Oneida Narrows, 
after diversion of the Bear River by lava flows in Gem Valley ID, in a 2016 Elsevier 
book summarizing our knowledge of Lake Bonneville [proofs attached here; final 
is too large to send], and I co-authored two papers on the Bonneville Flood and 
its aftermath in Cache Valley in 2011 [both attached].  Influx of the Bear River ~60 
ka added ~33% to 40% of the annual inflow to the Bonneville basin, and led to 
subsequent rapid downcutting at the north end of Cache Valley and the Bonneville 
Flood.  

I spend some time each year engaged in research on groundwater for individuals 
and municipalities that want to site wells in our challenging local geologic setting.  
And I am wrapping up a detailed study of gravity [~3000 stations] throughout 
Cache Valley, tied to 5 seismic-reflection lines here and 11 oil and geothermal 
wells here and in the Malad River Valley just west.  My colleague Susanne Janecke 
and her students have delineated details of the Bannock detachment fault system 
in northern Cache Valley and in the range to the west, and my mapping and analysis 
of logs of oil wells has extended this detachment fault system into southern Cache 
Valley.  This would be a great place to hold a field conference, on a shoe string 
as you put it, for former [and present] Rice geology students, and I would be 
pleased to lead it.  Fall or late Spring into early Summer would be best weather-
wise.  Currently we’re enjoying high 60s daytime and mid-40s nights.  Great for 
field work !

Bob Oaks, BA ‘60

I was interested in the magazine since it showed my old friend Marty 
Schuepbach, who was one of my partners in field research at Rice during 
grad school. We spent many enjoyable days in the Ouachitas of Oklahoma and 
Arkansas studying the turbidites.  

I am a proud Rice alumni... I graduated in 1975 (stable isotope geochemistry, 
I helped build the high vacuum extraction lab and mass spec we used in our 
research on fractionation processes in magma, as well as the earth’s carbon 
cycle) and then went to work for Conoco.

I am retired now and living back home in the high mountains of New Mexico 
outside Santa Fe.  But as you might know, this state is very rich in geology and 
places like the nearby Valles Caldera are favorite spots to not only fish for trout, 
but enjoy unique geology as well.  Thanks and cheers!

Mike Johnson, MA 1975

Kudos to you all.  The Department Magazine is first rate; packed with information, 
great graphics and a fine layout.  How I wish I could travel and attend the 
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Finding beauty from          Houston’s Roads Less Travelled
Hardy Street Rail Yard (2004)
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“...I heard a story in which a photographer asked other photographers 
about a trip he was taking to Houston, and someone told him, ‘Don’t 
even bother taking your camera.’ I took that story as a challenge to see 
if I could do interesting art photography in Houston.” -Colin Zelt

Finding beauty from          Houston’s Roads Less Travelled
Hardy Street Rail Yard (2004)
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I started doing photography in 2002, after I 
saw what my brother could do with a fi lm 

scanner and an inkjet printer, and hence 
avoid the need for a darkroom, and rely on 
the computer to process images- something 
I was already familiar with in my day job. At 
around the same time I heard a story in which 
a photographer asked other photographers 
about a trip he was taking to Houston, and 
someone told him, “Don’t even bother taking 
your camera.” I took that story as a challenge 
to see if I could do interesting art photography 
in Houston. In retrospect, I was probably 
also drawn to photography because unlike 
science, there is no concept of right or wrong 
in art. However, both science and art require 
creativity to move the fi eld forward.

I started out thinking in terms of capturing 
dramatic photos that would stand alone. Six 
years later, I ended up thinking only in terms 
of bodies of work of the most common subject 
matter I could fi nd in my own neighborhood. I 
began shooting everything; from pretty skyline 
pictures at sunset to abandoned buildings and 
vehicles. All of my photos fall into the category 
of urban landscapes, devoid of people, but 
showing the “hand of man”.

Rocky’s Neighborhood at Night - series #2 (2006)

Abandonments (2003)
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Dr. Colin Zelt is a professor whose research interests 
include the development, assessment and application of 
seismic modeling and inversion techniques for studies of 
the near-surface (the upper 100m) for environmental and 
engineering studies. He develops models of the seismic 
properties of the subsurface in two- and three-dimensions 
using controlled sources and seismic refraction/wide-
angle refl ection data. Model interpretations may 
incorporate surface geology, well data, or results from 
seismic refl ection or gravity studies. Zelt is also interested 
in geophysical inverse theory.

Finally, I have bittersweet memories of frequently taking my late dog, 
Rocky, with me when going out to take photos. Three series of photos 
were taken during our walks together in our Montrose neighborhood, 
and each series is named for him.   -Colin Zelt

Rocky’s Neighborhood at Night - series #1 (2006)

Rocky’s Neighborhood (2007)
I’ve had no training and I don’t own any “how to” 
books. Instead, I get inspiration by looking at photos 
of famous, and not so famous, photographers, 
whose books in my collection, present photographic 
series and entire life’s work. Two of my favorite 
photographers are William Eggleston and Brassai, 
for their groundbreaking color and urban night 
photography, respectively. 

When I started I decided to only shoot in color 
because, unlike many years ago, shooting in black & 
white is now a conscious artistic decision to throw 
away the color information, a choice I was never 
comfortable making. I switched from fi lm to digital 
cameras in 2005, but I’ve always viewed choices 
in camera equipment and format as insignifi cant 
compared to your artistic vision. 

Looking back at the six years I spent doing 
photography, I am still surprised by some of the 
things that happened. One of my photographs is in 
the permanent collection of the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Houston. I had invited solo exhibitions of my 
work at the Houston Center for Photography and 
the Galveston Arts Center. A review of my show 
at the Galveston Arts Center, by a critic I did not 
know, was published in an art magazine (it was 
positive!), and I was interviewed for a 15-minute 
segment on KUHF’s art show concerning that show. 
I won the Carol Crow Memorial Fellowship from the 
Houston Center for photography. Two of my photos 
are included in a book about Houston. I was able to 
sell my photos at print sales and privately for more 
money than I deserved.

The greatest compliment I received came from 
knowledgeable people in the photography 
community who said that my photos have a 
recognizable style. The most satisfying results of 
doing photography are the self-published books I 
made of each photographic series I shot, that I still 
enjoy taking out and looking at every now and then. 
Some of my photos and photo books can be seen at 
colinzelt.com  
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PROFILES- STAFF

Sandra Flechsig, like many Houstonians, hails from 
another state, yet calls Houston truly home.  Sandra has been 

a Houstonian since 1973, having moved from her home state of 
Pennsylvania for an employment opportunity at the University of 
Texas Health Sciences Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences. 

Prior to the move, Sandra met her future husband while working 
for a neurophysiology laboratory at the Veterans Administration 
centered in Pittsburgh.  He was interning as a “manual arts 
therapist” employing his carpentry skills to help patients learn a 
craft.  A chance meeting in the cafeteria began their partnership. 
� ey determined that his skills were moveable, so they got 
married just prior to heading for Houston in 1973.   

� ey arrived to an unusual winter in  Houston that had 3 snow 
storms! “We had wondered what we had gotten themselves into 
as we were looking forward to the mild winters that Houston was 
known for,” quipped Sandra.
 
In 1975, Sandra left the University of Texas (UT) laboratory to 
complete a Bachelor’s degree from the University of Houston, 
then went back to the laboratory until her � rst son was born in 
1979.  Following the arrival of son’s two and three, she left UT 
permanently to be a full-time parent for the next 15 years.  

On May 27, 1997, she began work at Rice University.  � e 
position would be in the Geology and Geophysics department 
as a part-time sta�  assistant, working 20 hours per week on a 
variety of tasks. In August 2000, her hours were increased to 30 
per week, and along with it the title of Graduate Student Coor-
dinator.  Eight years later, Sandra accepted the full-time position 
of Department Coordinator, which entails coordinating faculty 
searches, managing faculty promotions and tenure. She also 
administers the adjunct and lecturer appointments, Wiess visiting 
Professor travel and Wiess post-doctoral searches. 

In 2014, Sandra returned to a part-time schedule that would 
allow more time with her grandchildren, born in 2011 and 2013. 

Recalling that she came from a heavily forested, small town called 
Crescent, located on the Ohio River, and the source of 18th cen-
tury steamboats, Sandra re� ects on the tree lined streets at Rice, 
“� e Rice campus is such a beautiful place to work, and the drive 
to campus on Rice Boulevard is always an amazing sight.”  

Sandra is a devotee of many things Rice and attends Shepherd 
School of Music events, follows Rice baseball and maintains 
season tickets for Owls football.  Sandra said one of the things 
she truly loved, and will miss, is the Rice Gallery (which closed 
in May). Re� ecting on the best part of her time at Rice: “I have 
enjoyed working with the faculty, sta� , and students. � e students 
have been amazing….so smart and always so nice. � e faculty 
have always taken the time to answer any questions about their 
research or any questions about science. I have learned there are 3 
kinds of rocks, and that Central Texas was once underwater.”

In May after graduation, Bryn Dugre (the Department Opera-
tions Administrator), Lee Willson (the Department Administra-
tor) and Department Chair Cin-Ty Lee surprised Sandra with 
a ‘party’ to celebrate her 20th anniversary. “I thought we were 
having a sta�  meeting, and I was deeply touched as the conference 
room � lled with faculty, some I have known for 20 years” said 
Sandra.

� is is not Sandra’s � rst award at Rice.  In 2013, she was nom-
inated for and subsequently received the Ruth M. Parks award, 
which was created to commemorate the outstanding dedication 
and service of Ruth Parks to the Wiess School of Natural Sciences. 
� e tribute, which is presented annually to sta�  members who 
have provided extraordinary service to the School,  was created at 
the time of Ruth’s retirement to recognize the breadth and depth 
of her long-standing service.  
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Professor Richard Gordon, chair of Earth 
Science at the time, nominated Sandra 
for the award, “Sandra has established an 
unmatched record of reliability, consistency, 
and responsibility over the past 16 years. 
She never misses a deadline and she seems 
always to get it right the � rst time. I’ve 
never heard her complain. She is always 
cheerful. She has lots of good ideas—things 
I don’t think of—that have improved 
department processes, meetings, and events. 
She anticipates my needs as department 
chair. In short, she has provided exemplary 
service to the department and is a most 
worthy recipient of this year’s Ruth Parks 
Award.”   Sandra proudly displays the award 
in her o�  ce.  

When asked to be photographed for this 
article, Sandra made a special request.  
“Would you take a picture of me with 
Bonny?” Bonny turns out to be a beloved 
canine, rescued through True Blue Friends, 
which used to attend (2009-2014) the Rice 
Farmers Market that occurs every Tuesday 
afternoon. As a semi-regular attendee, 
she receives electronic mail notices and 
advertising, including those from the pet 
adoption group that brought potential 
adoptees to the market.  In 2012, Sandra 
was enticed by one of the pet adoption 
notices for Bonny, went to the market, fell 
in love, and took her home.  

Pet adoption is not unknown to the 
Flechsigs’, as they live on a cul-de-sac that 
has a large � eld next to their property, 
which through the years, has been a 
dumping ground for unwanted or lost 
pets.   Most of these make their way to 
the house next door to become part of the 
Flechsig family.   

- By Linda Welzenbach
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Sandra Flechsig:
Celebrating 20 years 
at Rice and  
Earth Science
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PROFILES- ALUMNI

Who are your colleagues?
Mark Kerr is an experienced engineer who works for the Army Corps of En-
gineers in Seattle, Washington. Todd Huhn is a flight surgeon at NASA Johnson 
Space Center here in Houston. Jonna Ocampo is a biomedical researcher and 
former powerlifting champion, currently based in Florida. A very interesting crew 
with varied backgrounds!

You’ve had quite an interesting career path.  Are you living your dream?  
How did you prepare yourself to get to this point?  
I would say so, yes. Though I did the standard B.S., M.Sc., Ph.D. track, since then 
I’ve branched out on my own, blending science and entrepreneurship. I started 
a company called Science in the Wild, aimed at getting people outdoors and en-
hancing their trekking and climbing experiences by teaching them science along 
the way. Our whole premise is teaching how to think #likeascientist through 
immersion in the field. Thus far we’ve gone to the Arctic (Baffin Island), Nepal, 
Argentina and Chile. I prepared myself for this career track by gaining as much 
field experience as possible – through class field trips, field camps, leading for 
organizations such as National Geographic Student Expeditions and Girls on Ice, 
as well as leading my own expeditions in the Himalaya during my PhD. I also read 
and write a lot; I’m trained as a wilderness medical first responder; and I keep 
up-to-date with my climbing and technical skills.

 What were some of the challenges and low points and how did you over-
come them?
Lack of funding was a definite low point. It happened quite a bit during my 
“tenure” as a graduate student. As an independent researcher now, it’s even 
more challenging securing federal funding and the like. However, my PhD 
experience – 16 months on the ground in Nepal – as well as this recent NASA 
HERA experience as mission commander has taught me much about resilience 
and perseverance. 2014 was a particularly challenging year as I lost a major 
source of funding, nearly drowned in a glacial river I was studying in Nepal, and 
tragically lost a teammate in the Everest icefall avalanche. In those incredibly low 
moments, I reached out to friends and colleagues – including mentors from my 
undergraduate days here at Rice – to help me gain perspective, move past the 
tragedies, and finish my degree – to pay it forward to all those who believed in 
me from the very beginning.

What did you learn at Rice that prepared you for your current success? 
Classes at Rice were tough. I really had to work hard – late into the night, often 
times! – to learn the material. Given I enjoyed science and math, doing problem 
sets late into the night was okay for me. When you have a passion for something 
and aren’t overly concerned about grades – but rather, really want to learn the 
material – that frees your mind to master it. During my undergraduate years, I 
learned how to fail. And I learned how to come back from that failure – to move 
onward and upward from it. That skill, more than anything, has kept me afloat 
through some incredibly trying times in recent years. 

What do you think we didn’t teach and that we should do better?
I would like to see more mixing of undergraduates and graduate students in 
classes. One of my favorite classes was Antarctic Marine Geology. I actually took 
it as a freshman, though it was a graduate class. Attending required field camps 
during the summers was tough given funding was sparse and I didn’t quite know 
where to begin looking for one that would fulfill the requirements. If the Rice 
Earth Science department created its own field camps, I think this would really 
simplify matters. Perhaps Science in the Wild can partner with the department 

What have you gotten yourself into? You are going to be isolated with 
3 other astronauts for one month. Tell us what this is about and how 
you got here?  Are you preparing to go to Mars?

The NASA HERA (human exploration research analog) program has been 
running since 2014. My team and I are part of Campaign 3, Mission 4, the 

last 30-day mission. We’re known as HERA XII and we actually modeled our 
mission patch after Apollo 12 (Ocean of Storms). NASA runs this program in 
order to understand the impacts of isolation and confinement on a team for 
future long-duration space missions. In our case, the mission is to Geogra-
phos asteroid in the main asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. In order 
to get selected for HERA, a team member must be at least 30 years old, be 
healthy, a non-smoker, pass multiple tests including medical and psychologi-
cal, as well as hold a Masters degree in a STEM field. 

Tell me about what it’s like inside the module? 
 The habitat is 3 stories tall with an attached “hygiene module” (bathroom) 
and airlock. The first floor is where we perform most of our mission tasks – 
from building rovers, to piloting the MMSEV (space exploration vehicle), to 
working in the glove box with our collected geological surface samples. The 
second floor is where we eat our meals, watch movies in our down time, 
and exercise on a bicycle and with free weights. The levels are connected 
via a metal ladder which also doubles as an elevator (lift). The third floor is 
where we sleep – padded “pods” with a comfortable mattress and ability to 
climate-control as well as decorate as we like. Though cozy, to me the hab 
feels plenty spacious with ability to get some privacy as needed.

What do you eat?  
We eat MREs (meals-ready-to-eat) and leftovers from inventory for the 
International Space Station. The former requires heating in a toaster oven, 
while the latter require a syringe, hot water, and time to rehydrate. I find most 
of the food quite tasty. Some meals are a bit spicy, but it makes sense given 
this is leftover ISS food. Sinus and fluid build-up in space affects astronauts’ 
abilities to taste. 

 Are there some tasks that you need to complete? 
Our schedules are modeled after astronaut schedules on the ISS. This means 
16-hour work days and 8 hours of sleep. On the weekends, we get a bit of a 
rest. Every day is different in regards to task completion – from geology, to 
microbiology, to botany, to station maintenance. Our main goal is to have a 
successful rendezvous with the asteroid, bringing back samples for study. Of 
course, team safety is number one, so we train a lot now, pre-rendezvous, 
to ensure we work efficiently during the 3-day sampling campaign on the 
asteroid’s surface.

Are you scared?  
Nervous would be a better term. There are many unknowns – but that’s 
also the draw of a program such as this. I’m interested in pushing my limits 
psychologically. I push myself physically all the time outdoors, climbing 
mountains for science. But this is uncharted territory for me.

What do you to � ght o�  boredom?  
Our schedule is so busy, it’s hard to be bored. Every night I go to sleep 
exhausted! It’s actually quite nice not having the distraction of email and 
Facebook – to focus solely on the mission here. When I do find my mind 
wandering home, I grab a book to distract myself, or start up a conversation 
with a teammate. 

How do you think this is going to make you into a better person or 
astronaut? 
I think it will teach me more patience and humility. Patience to work through 
professional and interpersonal problems – you simply cannot leave the 
habitat, given we’re in “space.” It will force me to confront my shortcomings 
and weaknesses and work on them – hence, humility. I think it will also reveal 
to me what it’s like to be an astronaut – could I actually do this someday? I’m 
enjoying working with my crew and solving challenges as they come up. I 
also have confidence in my team that we will have a successful mission.

Do you play board games in the module?  
Yes, board games and cards – as well as reading. We read a lot of books and 
watch movies in the module.  

  ULYANA  HORODYSKYJ:                             From thin air to recycled air....
Ulyana Horodyskyj ’07 is no stranger to extreme, isolated and 
perilous environments. As a geologist (PhD in geosciences from 
CU Boulder) with her own business- Science in the Wild- that 
escorts citizen-scientists from the Atacama Desert to the base 
of Mount Everest, Horodyskyj arguably has done it all, leaving 
space as perhaps her last frontier.  
 
In September of 2016, she got close.  She was selected to spend 
30 days in a simulated space capsule as commander of Mission 
XII of the Human Exploration Research Analog (HERA) project, 
locked in a 636 square foot sealed “pod” with three other test 
subjects.  HERA is a multi-year study that documents the effects 
of confined space  isolation on, the environment and duration of
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and offer 3-4 week long experiences in the Himalaya and elsewhere around the 
world that would provide students with the course credits they need?

Who are some of your inspirations?
Some of my biggest inspirations are Carl Sagan, Richard Feynman, and Robert 
L. Forward. All creative thinkers. All brilliant. Outside-the-box type folks and 
excellent communicators and educators! Dr. Forward actually was my mentor in 
my teenage years, when I worked on solar sailing technology as a science fair 
project. When I was 14 years old, he gave up his spot at the Advanced Space 
Propulsion Research Workshop (Jet Propulsion Research Center in Pasadena, 
California) so that I could present my research in front of a roomful of rocket 
scientists – how to travel in space without using rockets or fuel! 

How did you � nd yourself in geology? And what aspects of geology prepared 
you for success?
Since I was a kid, I enjoyed playing outside and learning about the landscape 
around me. I came to Rice as an astrophysics/astronomy major but switched 
over to geology after taking a few courses. Geology is tangible. I’m a very 
experiential and tactile learner, so geology naturally made sense. I also like 
history. Geology is history – laid out in layers in front of you, telling a story. I love 
the detective work involved with it! As a geologist, you pay attention to detail. 
You make observations. You test hypotheses. You question everything. All these 
skills have transferred well into my current career, running a science adventure 
business.

To do what you do, you need to have good team and leadership skills?  
What’s the di� erence between teamwork and leadership, if any?   Tell me 
how you honed your leadership skills.
They are definitely strongly related. In order to lead effectively, you need to 
know how to be a team player. I constantly ask myself, “Would I follow, if I wasn’t 
in charge?” It takes a high level of self-awareness and, indeed, it has taken years. 
I still consider it a work-in-progress for me! Sometimes I’m not as assertive as I 
should be. Other times, too assertive. Leadership is about finding that balance. As 
I lead more and more trips and receive feedback from team members, it really 
helps me to improve. It’s important to be open to improvement – to not always 
take everything personally. A few leadership courses, as well as guiding for other 
organizations (e.g, National Geographic Student Expeditions) and earning a wil-
derness medicine first responder certification has helped me to hone my skills.
 
You are a scientist, but you have really made an impact on science commu-
nication and outreach.  What are some interesting ways of communicating 
to the broader public?  
Science communication and outreach often is overlooked in research proposals, 
though I find it to be incredibly important. In this day and age especially, commu-
nicating our findings to the general public is crucial for them to understand what 
it is we do – both out in the field and in the labs. Our findings can directly impact 
lives. Science and scientific data MUST be accessible and transparent. In my ex-
perience, I funded some of my PhD work using crowd fundraiser pages. While in 
the field, I engaged the public with “Glacier Olympics” competitions and glacial 
river rubber duck races. These events raised awareness of changing conditions 
in the Himalaya, raised funds for my research, and showed me in a different 
light. Yes, I’m a scientist – but I’m also human, I like to have fun.

What advice would you give to a 15-year-old you?
Though cliche, don’t sweat the small stuff! Truly. It’s okay to fail. It’s even okay 

to fail big. Keep trying. Don’t worry about grades so much – really focus on 
the learning, as that will serve you well in college. And also make sure to enjoy 
your teenage years – spend more time with family and friends.  Enjoy life!

What’s next for you?
I’ll be teaching as an adjunct professor for Colorado College (Intro to Global 
Climate Change) from the end of April to the end of June (2017). After that, I 
will be guiding a citizen science expedition to Kilimanjaro from July 24 – Au-
gust 3, 2017 with my company, Science in the Wild, continuing our good work 
getting the public interested and involved in science research and education. 
We have upcoming expeditions to Mexico (sampling snow for pollution on 
Mexico’s highest volcano) in November 2017 and Argentina (visiting the site 
of the “Alive!” survival story from 1972) in January 2018, so if interested in 
joining, please keep an eye on www.scienceinthewild.com

and offer 3-4 week long experiences in the Himalaya and elsewhere around the 
world that would provide students with the course credits they need?

Who are some of your inspirations?
Some of my biggest inspirations are Carl Sagan, Richard Feynman, and Robert 
L. Forward. All creative thinkers. All brilliant. Outside-the-box type folks and 
excellent communicators and educators! Dr. Forward actually was my mentor in 
my teenage years, when I worked on solar sailing technology as a science fair 
project. When I was 14 years old, he gave up his spot at the Advanced Space 
Propulsion Research Workshop (Jet Propulsion Research Center in Pasadena, 
California) so that I could present my research in front of a roomful of rocket 
scientists – how to travel in space without using rockets or fuel! 

How did you � nd yourself in geology? And what aspects of geology prepared 
you for success?
Since I was a kid, I enjoyed playing outside and learning about the landscape 
around me. I came to Rice as an astrophysics/astronomy major but switched 

which simulates future missions beyond low earth orbit. 
Horodyskyj joins 48 prior subjects who volunteered for the 
opportunity to be videoed and monitored around the clock. 
Not all volunteers are selected. The lucky winners must have 
qualities which are comparable to highly trained astronauts; 
they must be physically fit, emotionally resilient, and work well 
on a team, yet lead when necessary.

Horodyskyj’s 30 day mission was to simulate a 715-day journey 
to the asteroid Geographos.  Prior to leaving the external 
world behind, Professor Cin-Ty Lee (her former advisor) sent 
Horodyskyj a set of questions to document her experience upon 
her release.  Here is what she had to say about the experience.  

  ULYANA  HORODYSKYJ:                             From thin air to recycled air....
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visited Jungfrau in the 
Swiss Alps. During a playful snowball fight at 10,000 feet, which her 
dad caught on film, she witnessed an avalanche in the distance. That 
childhood experience — where she found that mountains were not 
only places to learn and have fun, but also places that demanded 
respect and vigilance — came full circle on one of her expeditions 
to Everest. 

She began as an astronomy major at Rice, working at the Rice 
Space Institute and dreaming about exploring space, but during 
her sophomore year, switched majors to earth science. Under the 
guidance of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Sciences Professor 
Cin-Ty Lee, she gained lab experience, wrote and published her first 
scientific paper, and took part in field trips across the United States, 
Canada and Belize. 

The pinnacle of her undergraduate career, though, was going to 
Antarctica with John Anderson [Rice’s W. Maurice Ewing Chair in 
Oceanography] on an icebreaker, the Nathanial B. Palmer. Just a 
month prior to graduation, she found herself in the land of ice and 
penguins — a dream come true. Working 12-hour shifts, sometimes 
outside on the deck of a research ship in -40 C temperatures, and 
sometimes buried elbow-deep in mud in the ship’s lab, she realized 
that she could do this for the rest of her life. 

The journey of discovery, of approaching the world’s unknowns 
through creativity and with childlike curiosity — is what she had 
been searching for and found in the middle of the ocean, working 
in a tiny mobile lab, studying the effects of climate change in one of 
the most sensitive regions of the planet. The laws of physics drive 
glaciers to behave in a certain way. Their secrets are locked in the 
ice. By treading carefully and with respect, perhaps those secrets 
get revealed in time. Thus, Horodyskyj’s life’s journey was revealed 
while doing sea-level science, and many years later, it would take her 
to the top of the world, and perhaps beyond. While on NASA’s HERA 
mission, she received notification that she was included in the top 
120 semifinalists (out of over 18,300 applicants) for NASA’s 2017 
astronaut program.  That last frontier may be within reach.

For more about Ulyana’s career, you can find her full story in the Fall 2014 Rice 
Magazine- http://magazine.rice.edu/category/fall-2014/   

About Ulyana 
 (Autobiographical sketch which 
originally appeared in Fall 2014 

Rice Magazine.)

Ulyana Horodyskyj grew 
up in Ohio, the grandchild 
of Ukrainian immigrants. 
As a child, her father, 
a civil engineer, and 
mother, a music teacher 
and stay-at-home mom, 
took her and two older 
brothers on trips to 
teach them about our 
planet in an experiential 
manner.  At Age six, she 
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     Interview by Linda Welzenbach 
Formerly an engineering major, she is one of many students that discover geology late in their undergraduate degree 
program. For Avendaño it was the spring of her junior year, and yet she made the decision to forestall her graduation 
date in favor of changing majors to Earth Science. Graduation was delayed by only one semester and that was 
because she completed a senior honors thesis with Dr. Helge Gonnermann, professor in the Department of Earth, 
Environmental and Planetary Sciences. Avendaño’s e� orts were noted by the chair Dr. Cin-Ty Lee:   “I was very 
impressed by her creativity and independence in pursuing her research.”

Sofi a Avendaño:  A Successful Coalescence

A Houston native, Avendaño applied to colleges beyond the 
Texas border, but a scholarship to Rice University kept 

her close to home. A declared mechanical engineering major 
coming in to Rice, Avendaño admits “I knew I didn’t like en-
gineering for a long time, but it was hard to tell your parents ‘I 
don’t want to do engineering anymore.’” A fellow student in her 
college had talked up geology to the point where she decided 
to take a class. � at class was Field Trips to the Earth, which 
took her to the hill country near Mason, Texas, where Professor 
André Droxler, introduced her to Upper Cambrian microbial 
reefs preserved in spectacular outcrops along the Llano River. 
“I didn’t know that geology was a major until I took that class!” 
said Avendaño. 

On the day of our interview, it was near freezing temperatures 
and raining outside. Avendaño admitted that she did not like 
the cold. I asked her about working outside as a geologist, and 
she said it was di� erent when doing � eldwork. “It was actually 
something that I was worried about in the beginning, but I 
love it now.” In fact, it was the � eld trips that were her geologic 
hook, line, and sinker. Several geology courses included a � eld 
component, and Earth materials (the mineralogy course) took 
her to California. “� is is the one that hooks you into geology” 
said Avendaño. � en there was the week-long trip to New Mex-
ico for � eld mapping, “It was challenging because of the cold; 
we go in the winter.” Two other courses with � eld components 
were a glaciology course and a geomorphology course, both of 
which went to Washington State. “On the Washington trip, one 
of the days [the weather] was miserable, but other than that, I 
loved it.”

Avendaño’s thesis, titled “Coalescence Styles of Bubbles in High 
Viscosity Liquids,” allowed her to build her own experimental 
apparatus, giving her the opportunity to utilize her engineering 
background. � e main aspect of the thesis was to try to con-
strain the parameters for styles of coalescence (in this case small 
bubbles in a foam) to better understand how rising volatiles 
may coalesce in basaltic magmas such as those that occur in 
Hawaii.

Avendaño came to work on this project during the summer 
of 2015, when she was working with Chinh Nguyen, a Ph.D. 
student in Dr. Gonnermann’s laboratory. “She was my Obi-Wan 
Kenobi,” says Avendaño. “She taught me a lot about lab work. 
I did that for the summer and then in early 2016, I started the 
[bubble coalescence] research, with most of the work completed 
over the summer of 2016. I need to give credit to Dr. Gonner-
mann who let me work in his lab with little geology experience, 
helped me understand the theory, and gave me ideas to test out 
when the project didn’t go as planned.”

What is a senior honors thesis?
The senior honors thesis is an opportunity for undergraduate 
students who have demonstrated strong performance in core 
Earth, Environmental and Planetary Sciences courses, and are 
recommended by a faculty mentor, to formalize an undergradu-
ate research experience. The purpose of the honors thesis is for 
students to develop and demonstrate their creative and indepen-
dent research potential. Unlike traditional courses, students get 
to participate in an independent study course as an independent 
scientist, working on geologic problems that are not yet solved 
and learning new skill sets (such as modeling, geochemical anal-
ysis, fi eld work, etc.).  
During the senior honors thesis, students learn to identify key 
problems or questions, delve deep into the literature, develop a 
scientifi c methodology, collect and analyze data, and fi nally inter-
pret results. They will also hone skills in written and oral communi-
cation of the science. Students are recommended to begin in the 
fall of their junior year to provide ample time for research projects 
to be developed, executed, and written. The experience will help 
them decide what they might want to pursue in graduate school or 
elsewhere, such as industry and other professional fi elds.
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“So� a spent two semesters and one summer pursuing � uid 
dynamics experiments aimed at characterizing coalescence rates 
for bubbles rising buoyantly, at low Reynolds numbers, within a 
column of viscous liquid. � ese experiments were by no means 
easy and required considerable patience and perseverance, both 
of which So� a demonstrated,” praised her senior honors thesis 
advisor Gonnermann.  

Gonnermann went on to emphasize her considerable e� orts, 
“She took charge of the experiments from their conception, 
proposal preparation, design and building of the experimental 
apparatus, to trouble-shooting and improving both approach and 
experimental methodology, to laboriously performing many ex-
periments, analyzing the results, and presenting them in a written 
report, poster, and oral presentation. � roughout, So� a worked 
very hard and very independently. It quickly became evident that 
she likes to design and build things, and that she has an aptitude 
for it. By the time she had � nished her thesis, there was no doubt 
that she was ready for graduate school.”

Gonnermann added that the work produced some very nice im-
ages of bubble experiments. “I don’t think this is my best work. 
It was not complete enough, there were not enough experiments. 
It [was] actually very time consuming to run the experiments, 
and they often failed,” said Avendaño. � e original project was 
supposed to observe coalescence from a foam. � e experimental 
setup did not produce results that could be constrained, so a new 
setup was created to focus on single bubble coalescence, with the 
time left before graduation as an important limiting factor.  

Yet Avendaño persevered and � nished. “I had a lot of opportu-
nity to � gure things out on my own. Being a scientist requires 
a lot of resilience. I went from 0-60, jumping in after having 
one semester of earth science. I didn’t realize how much I would 

struggle, I didn’t come up with the project, and there were so 
many challenges that came with it. I de� nitely think being 
able to do this project fairly independently, and being able to 
work through these little problems, really helped me under-
stand that research requires you to have a � exible attitude. It 
helped me get over the fear of failing often, and just having to 
redo things a lot. People fear failure, but failure is a stepping 
stone. In science, there is an expectation that you will have a 
problem, [and] the solution [may be] unexpected. It’s the path 
that’s important. � at’s where I learn the most.”

When asked what helped her recognize that geologic research was 
the path on which she would continue, she had this to say: “It 
wasn’t like bam, this is it. I felt a satisfaction every time [she ran 
an experiment], even though a lot of it was like going backwards 
and having to redo the work that I had already done. But when 
I did get a little bit data, or maybe realized that this is something 
else I could do--each step that I advanced, I felt a lot of satisfac-
tion. I can see the progress, and even though there were times 
that [I] got frustrated, I felt like that was worth it.”

I asked her what advice would she give to future Rice students? 
“Try di� erent things! Rather than deciding what you will do and 
put blinders on. Like I did with mechanical engineering; once I 
decided I didn’t like it, I realized I hadn’t looked around. I tried 
a lot [of subjects in geology], and volcanology has nothing to do 
with what I [want to] do now, but it was worthwhile learning 
about something I won’t see day-to-day. It helps to broaden your 
perspective.”

Avendaño will go on to graduate study in hydrology at New 
Mexico Tech. “I want to do environmental consulting,” declared 
Avendaño. Again, she had applied to universities beyond Texas’ 
borders. “I have been here forever, so it’s time to go explore.”

The objective of the study is to assess 
the conditions under which buoyantly 
rising bubbles coalesce, through physical 
experiments using natural analog 
materials; Newtonian fl uids (silicon oils) 
with viscosities within the range of basaltic 
magmas (10-100 pascal-seconds).  The 
experiments are conducted in a column 
using Taylor bubbles (bubbles that fi ll the 
width of the column) along with a smaller 
spherical bubble. An acrylic column was 
fi lled with silicone oil, with a headspace 
of 1.3-2.4 cm. A smaller bubble is injected 
into the column, and then the column 
is inverted causing the headspace to 
become a Taylor bubble slug. Eventually 
the Taylor bubble either collides with or 
passes the spherical bubble. Observations 
of coalescence are made for a variety of 
viscosities, bubble volumes, and column 
diameters. The purpose of using Taylor 
bubbles is to be able to easily observe 
when a spherical bubble has coalesced, 
rather than to recreate Strombolian Taylor 
bubbles.

Four different styles of coalescence were 
identifi ed. The fi gure represents one 
example of a complete enveloping bubble 
coalescence style from one experiment.  
In the image, the single bubble fi rst 
envelops the bubble slug starting at the 
nose of the slug. Once the smaller bubble 
has almost completely coated the bubble 
slug, it then coalesces. This occurred 
for experiments with a low ratio of fi lm 
thickness (the fl uid between the wall of 
the bubble column and the Taylor bubble 
slug) to radius of the smaller bubble. In 
general, the bubbles with the smallest 
Bond number (a term that describes the 
ratio of the buoyancy forces that drive 
fl ow to surface tension forces that resist 
deformation) did not coalesce with the 
Taylor bubble slug, which could be due to 
the fact that low Bond number bubbles 
were not able to deform as easily as larger 
bubbles. In conclusion, it was found that 
coalescence was less likely if the ratio of 
fi lm thickness to the radius of the smaller 
bubble was high.  –S. Avendano 
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RESEARCH BRIEF

Since Rajdeep Dasgupta 
arrived at Rice in 2008, 

he and his group have 
worked to understand global 
volatile cycles, such as the 
global carbon cycle. Carbon 
on Earth is generally thought 
about in terms of the ‘global 
carbon cycle’ (- how it cycles 
between the atmosphere, 
biosphere, oceans and the 
uppermost layer of the 
earth’s crust. Dasgupta’s 
investigations look at 
carbon cycling beyond 
that - reaching deeper into 

the earth and far beyond the air we breathe, on solar system time 
scales, to help us determine the initial concentration and present 
ubiquitous distribution of earth’s carbon. Dasgupta group’s recent 
research gets us closer to understanding earth’s initial carbon 
budget, which is critical to understanding earth’s evolution and 
formation of the biosphere.

� e origin of carbon and other volatiles in present-day Earth is not 
well understood, and several hypotheses exist to try and explain 
how carbon budget of the Earth got established and where all the 
carbon essential for life came from. � e most popular hypothesis 
is where the parent material is comparable to meteorites such as 
carbonaceous chondrites, whose carbon/sulfur ratio (C/S ratio) 
is close to ratios present in the Earth’s mantle. But one critical 
problem is that although carbonaceous chondrite can elevate the 
volatile budgets of proto-Earth, it cannot satisfy the elemental 
ratio of all key volatiles, such as carbon to nitrogen (C/N). 
Similarly, if Earth is built from carbonaceous chondrite-type 
materials, core formation would fractionate C from S and the 
present-day Earth’s silicate reservoirs would not have chondritic 
C/S ratio. 

Dasgupta’s group is trying to understand how all the life-essential 
volatile elements on Earth originated, and they have started with 
carbon and sulfur. � ey developed a novel model that suggests that 
the present-day carbon and sulfur concentrations could result if an 
impact by a di� erentiated planetary embryo has added su�  cient 
carbon and sulfur to the mantle, and changed the earth’s core 
composition enough to allow carbon to remain in the mantle. 

� e � rst part of the problem they had to contend with was � nding 
a way to overcome carbon segregation in the core. To do this, 
they would have to create experiments with an unconventional 
(non-terrestrial) core composition to show a reduction in carbon’s 
a�  nity for iron, thus allowing carbon to remain in the mantle.  
Dasgupta’s group is well acquainted with carbon’s behavior in 
melted alloys of conventional core compositions from previous 
experiments (e.g., Dasgupta et al., 2013; Chi et al., 2014), so the 
post-doctoral researcher Yuan Li along with Dasgupta, and Kyusei 
Tsuno decided to look at how sulfur or silicon in the alloy might 

alter the a�  nity of iron for carbon. 
In order to set up realistic 
compositional parameters for their 
impactor, they looked to planetary 
neighbors whose composition 
would be relevant, if not entirely 
for Earth, then de� nitely within 
the scheme of all the rocky 
planetary bodies within the solar 
system.  � ey selected two planets 
that might have similar sulfur-rich 
and silicon-rich alloys as well as 
conditions necessary to produce 
the appropriate volatile ratios.  
Mars is thought to have a sulfur-
rich core, and Mercury a silicon-
rich core.  Mercury also has the 
added bene� t of having a carbon rich (graphite) surface (Peplowski 
et al., 2016) suggesting that its core composition allowed signi� cant 
carbon to remain in the silicate portion of the mantle. 

WHERE DID EARTH GET ITS ABUNDANT CARBON? 
Dasgupta’s recent research published in Nature Geoscience suggests a novel solution.
By Linda Welzenbach

Dr. Yuan Li
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Figure 1.   Carbon solution in the iron-rich metallic core of rocky planets as a 
function of sulfur content of (a) and silicon content (b) of the core.  � e � gure 
has been modi� ed from Li et al. (2016), published in Nature Geoscience. 
 
Red symbols are data from the recent high pressure-temperature experiments 
of Li et al. (2016), with literature data in the grey and white symbols. � ese 
data led Dasgupta and Li to conclude that carbon can be expelled from the me-
tallic core of rocky planets if the core composition is rich in sulfur or silicon.
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Using the planetary compositional parameters, new high 
pressure-temperature experiments and previous data showed that 
carbon could be excluded from the core if the iron alloys were 
enriched in either silicon or sulfur (Fig. 1). When varying the 
initial concentrations of carbon, Li was then able to compute the 
relative concentrations of carbon and sulfur to arrive at current 
carbon concentrations and C/S ratios in the present silicate 
mantle. 

� e Messenger mission to Mercury collected surface composition 
data that showed that the carbon concentration on the surface 
of Mercury is well within the extrapolated mantle carbon 
concentrations from Dasgupta’s results, making a Mercury-like 
embryonic (MLE) planet a good analogue. � e MLE with its 
silicon-rich core, would have collided with and immediately 
been absorbed by Earth (Fig. 2). Accretion of a planetary embryo 
is well established by the Earth-Moon formation hypothesis, 
but because of the MLE body’s mass, the dynamics would not 
allow complete mixing of the core with the mantle.  � e core of 
that planet would go directly to the core of the earth, and then 
carbon-rich mantle and crust would mix with Earth’s mantle, 
thus allowing the carbon to remain within the mantle to achieve 
the abundances we see today.  In the case of the sulfur-rich core 
of a planetary embryo, the carbon in the resulting silicate mantle 
would be higher. � e results and the model that were published 
on this work (Li et al., 2016) are provocative, but more work will be 
needed to address the mantle concentrations for many of the other 
key life-essential elements.  

Figure 2.  Cartoon of the giant impact of a highly reduced or a sulfur-rich di� erentiated planetary embryo approximately 100 
million years into proto-Earth’s di� erentiation.

� e mantle of the accreting body would be carbon-rich, as indicated by ‘graphite’ or ‘diamond’ in the cartoon above. � is 
is achieved by carbon saturation in the core of the impactor and subsequent expulsion of graphite or diamond. � e core of 
either of the impacting body would merge with the proto-Earth’s core and mantle + crust of the impactor would mix with the 
mantle of the proto-Earth. Excess sulfur in the mantle may get rained to the Earth’s core as sul� de melt. 
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Grounded in Ice: 
Getting to the bottom 
of Antarctic ice sheet 
advance, retreat and 
Collapse.

By Linda Welzenbach

Post-Doctoral Fellow Lauren Simkins leads 
her fi rst NSF Antarctic cruise, revealing the 
fi nest ever resolved seafl oor bathymetry, 
in order to unlock the mysteries of ice sheet 
behavior.
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For those of us who need vision correction, we are always aware of 
the improved quality of “seeing” when that correction is applied.  

Without that correction, you might be able to identify broad shapes 
and blurred colors, you might even be able to determine that the shape 
is something recognizable, such as a tree.  But then try to imagine 
recognizing the leaves on that tree.   In Antarctic marine geosciences, 
scientists can “see” inaccessible areas of interest with remote sensing 
instruments.  More than ten years ago, a new remote method, called 
multibeam bathymetry, provided scientists the improved opportunities 
to “see” the Antarctic sea� oor, but only at the level of the trees.   In 
2015, scientists employed a new high resolution multibeam system 
that has allowed them to � nally discern the leaves.

Seeing the leaves has enabled marine 
geologist and Rice Post-Doctoral Fel-
low Dr. Lauren Simkins and Maurice 
Ewing Professor of Oceanography John 
Anderson to advance our understand-
ing of Antarctic ice sheet behavior 
as a function of response to ancient 
environmental forces. Simkins arrived 
in 2014, just in time to lead the 2015 
scienti� c cruise that allowed them 
to see the sea� oor with the clarity of 
someone who puts on glasses for the 
� rst time.  

� e Antarctic continental shelf exposed in the Ross Sea is one of the few 
places accessible to view and sample evidence of hundreds of kilome-
ters of the landward retreat of  ice sheets that once � owed 
across the sea� oor.  � is history is important for 
developing an understanding  the future re-
sponse of modern ice sheets to climate 
change.  � e discovery of Holocene 
aged (within the last 5000 years) 
rapid, and widespread collapse of 
the Ross ice shelf, compounded 
by more recent events such as 
the collapse of the Larsen B ice 
shelf 15 years ago, underscore 
the need to understand the 
dynamics of what is going 
on under the ice shelf so 
that experts are better able 
to predict future ice sheet 
behavior in response to cli-
mate forces.

� e Ross Sea is home to 
the largest ice shelf in the 
world, the � oating portion 
of continental ice sheet that 
provides buttressing (impeding 
seaward � ow) for the two sectors 
of the Antarctic Ice Sheet – the East 
Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) and West Ant-
arctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) – making it an ideal 
natural laboratory for observation of ice sheet be-
havior.  However, the ice is hundreds of meters thick and 
leaves direct observation through to the substrate where the ice rests 
di�  cult, which is the key to understanding ice advance and retreat. 
Unlike the Greenland Ice Sheet, which melts and erodes from the top 

surface as well as the lower surface, the Antarctic ice sheets are less sus-
ceptible to atmospheric changes, and so therefore are strongly in� uenced 

by processes operating at their base.   Without the ability to 
systematically “see” down the base of modern ice sheets, 

they look to past evidence of ice sheet change. 
During the LGM, some 26.5 to 19 thousand 

years ago, ice streams (faster moving parts 
of ice sheets) from both WAIS and EAIS, 

merged and extended out into the Ross 
Sea providing a historical record of 

glacial patterns now exposed on 
the open marine continental shelf.    

Simkins along with colleagues 
from the University of Stock-
holm, University of Houston, 
Louisiana State University, and 
the Polish Academy of Sci-
ences aboard the 2015 cruise, 
gathered evidence of ice sheet 

retreat  in unprecedented detail 
from sub-meter scale geomorphic 

landforms which marked the com-
plex retreat of the ice sheets during 

the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).  
� e new high resolution multibeam 

bathymetry data helped re� ne constraints 
associated with the historic retreat, but like 

many new frontier research e� orts, the imagery 
generated several new areas of inquiry in the process.

� e new multibeam data combined with seismic subsurface datasets, 
sediment core properties and paleontology allowed Simkins, Anderson, 
and colleagues to characterize materials from those glacial landforms, 
and identify processes relevant to understanding of modern ice sheet be-
havior.  � ey found what they already suspected- that Antarctic ice sheet 
stability is largely controlled by what’s happening at the base, where the 
ice meets the sea� oor, and speci� cally at the grounding line. 

Multibeam swath bathymetry systems use high-frequency 
(12 kHz) sound pulses that bounce off  the seafl oor to produce 
centimeter- to meter-scale resolution maps of water depth that 
allow marine geologists to map features on the seafl oor. Around 
Antarctica, this type of data is used to track ice fl ow and retreat in 
the past using preserved glacial landforms exposed on the seafl oor. 
Bathymetry data collected with older generation systems (left) 
were not capable of resolving smaller-scale landforms that are 
now resolvable with new bathymetry systems. 

Shelves, Sheets and Wedges

Ice sheet thickness over Antarctica. The maximum known thickness 
(in the dark gray area) is 4776 meters. The red quare marks the 
location where multibeam bathymetry was collected.

East Antarctica

West Antarctica
Ross 
Ice Shelf
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Icy Grounds

� e grounding line is where much of the action is, marking the transition of ice from being 
coupled to the sea� oor, to � oating ice shelf. � is is a dynamic environment where a variety 
of processes operate between the ice sheet, its base, and water (both fresh glacial meltwater 
and ocean water).  Simkins is focusing her research on deciphering the complex interaction 
of the ice, water, and sediments deposited and eroded from landforms that existed at ancient 
grounding line positions preserved on the sea� oor. � e landform of primary interest is the 
grounding zone wedge (GZW).  GZW’s were seen many years ago from seismic cross-sec-
tions.  � e seismic pro� le looks like a broad wedge-shaped feature with an internal archi-
tecture of foreset layers which indicate progradation of sediment, and thus local ice sheet 
advance across the sea� oor.

Grounding zone wedges can range in size from tens to a couple 100 meters thick, but the new 
bathymetry data showed other types of landforms that are less than 10 meters thick. � ese are 
small GZWs, and are more comparable in size to those thought to exist at modern grounding 
lines of the Antarctic ice sheets. � e range in size and extent of these new GZW’s suggest 
signi� cant temporal changes in ice behavior- on decadal to hundred(s) year time scales.

Simkins and Anderson also discovered small, parallel to sub-parallel, closely spaced ridges. 
� e multibeam data allowed them to resolve features ranging from a mere 50 centimeters 
in thickness to about � ve meters high. Unlike the GZWs, the moraines have a symmetrical 
hummocky pro� le and are thought to represent recessional events.  � ey likened them to a 
type of moraine called a De Geer moraine, which are thought to form annually in more tem-
perate glacial settings.  Other studies suggest they may even represent rapid retreat on time 
scales that could be shorter than a year.  

Simkins thinks that the moraines were built by sediment transport to the grounding line 
through the base of an ice stream, in a manner she described as “push formed”, from sedi-
ment that was already there and molded by the grounded ice.  � ese features are determined 
to be really important for several reasons. First, because they show where the grounding line 
was in the past, but also because of the � ne scale they represent, they may hold detailed evi-
dence of processes that control where ice stops, and possibly why the ice retreats at timescales 
relevant to society.  Recessional moraines can also be seen to crosscut larger features, allowing 
temporal and directional arrangement of episodes of ice sheet advance and retreat.  � e reces-
sional moraines and other � ner scale features have also lead Simkins to investigate a new area 
of interest- the importance of the role of water, primarily glacial melt water, on grounding 
line stability. 
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Basal melting

Floating ice shelf

Grounding line

Ice flow direction

Bed geology and slope
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This cross-section illustrates the processes and landforms associated the interaction 
of the ice sheet with the ocean, and sea fl oor substrate.  The grounding zone wedge 
(in light brown) marks the grounding line.

Seismic profi le showing back-stepping Grounding Zone Wedges overlying a basal surface 
refl ection. Ice is fl owing from right to left.
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Channel Exposé

As mission leader on the 57-day cruise in 2015, (� g of ship) Simkins 
directed the e� orts of the science teams 24 hours per day, determining 
where to collect bathymetric data, drilling as many cores as ice cover-
age and equipment functionality would allow, and using that to plan 
future multibeam track lines--all in real time. � e cruise experienced 
just two storms, allowing Simkins to target areas where they had seen 
poorly resolved features, such as channels, from previous bathymetry. 

Of particular interest is the position of the channels relative to ground-
ing lines and associated landforms.  Channels are evidence of melt wa-
ter drainage beneath ice sheets that supplied freshwater to the ground-
ing line and into the ocean. Yet very little is known about the impact 
of these water sources on the stability of ice at the grounding line.  

According to Simkins, water at the base of the ice is critically import-
ant.  It controls pressure at the base of the ice (which can in� uence the 
speed of ice � ow) and sediment mobility at the base of the ice, both 
of which in� uence how much ‘sliding’ across the bed can take place.  
Once friction is reduced and sliding occurs, grounded ice that becomes 
completely decoupled from the substrate can � ow extremely fast into 
the ocean – faster than snow accumulation can replenish the ice sheet. 
� is is the real risk to sea-level rise.  � is process can be further en-
hanced by break up of an ice shelf due to the removal of the buttress-
ing e� ect, allowing the continental ice sheets to pour, like water from a 
spigot, o�  the continent.

Sub-glacial lakes beneath the ice sheet could be an important supply 
of that water.  Few observations constrain how they drain; whether 
by sheet � ow (thin, widely distributed melt-water under the ice), or 
as channeled � ow, both of which control pressure at the ice base and 
alters the speed of ice � ow.  All of these can ultimately a� ect the stabili-
ty of ice at the grounding line. Water coming out from the grounding 
line and mixing with the ocean water can create heat through turbu-
lent water mixing, which can melt the ice at the grounding line, and 

Rice University crew at McMurdo Station Antarctica. Brian Demet, 
Lindsay Prothro, Lauren Simkins, Anna Ruth Halberstadt

Kasten core barrel poised ready to plunge into the � oor of the Ross Sea. Cores 
are collected by impact of the barrel into the sea� oor substrate.  Core barrels 
can penetrate up to 3 meters into marine and LGM glacial sediments.

also at the base of ice shelves. Simkins and Anderson have started to 
collaborate with investigators from other disciplines, such as glaciolo-
gists at the University of Kansas and DEEPS volcanologist Dr. Helge 
Gonnermann, to look at ice sheet behavior in response to subglacial 
and tectonic processes.  Gonnermann is helping to evaluate the poten-
tial geothermal contribution to ice melt by modelling the e� ect of heat 
sourced from recently discovered volcanic seamounts. � e proximity 
of these ancient channels to these heat sources could be a supply of 
abundant melt water to the grounding line.

� e complexity of this set of questions underscores the need to “see” 
the detailed features associated with glacial melt water and their 
location relative to the grounding line.  Channels are not unknown 
from bathymetry data, but only the larger scale channels that couldn’t 
be speci� cally associated with grounding lines, or put into a temporal 
or speci� c geomorphic context.  � e high resolution multibeam data 
revealed � ner-scale subglacial meltwater channels that were actually 
incised right into the same sediments that feed grounding zone wedges 
and recessional moraines.  Observations of cross-cutting landforms 
such as recessional moraines that form at grounding lines and sub-
glacial channels, suggest episodic meltwater delivery to the retreating 
grounding line.  

� is was also the � rst observed example of a channel cutting into the 
same sediments that were deposited and mobilized during the deglacia-
tion of the continental shelf with clear connections to former ground-
ing line positions. While Simkins is still looking for evidence that links 
the features to the source of the meltwater, she is certain that the large 
cross-sectional area of the channel suggests the presence of signi� cant 
� uid volume which likely altered grounding line sedimentation and 
likely contributed to ice retreat during the � nal phase of deglaciation, 
following the LGM, in the Ross Sea.

� ere are no plans to return to the Ross Sea in the near future, but 
Simkins and colleagues will continue to sort through the multibeam 
data they have to better understand what the channels are telling them 
about the in� uence of meltwater on ice sheet behavior.

Seismic profi le showing 
recessional moraines.  
Note the “hummocky”  
cross-section and smaller 
scale height compared 
with  the GZWs.  Ice fl ow 
direction is from right to 
left.
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Ainsa is a town located in the province of Huesca, Aragon in north-
eastern Spain, close to France. It is geologically interesting because 
of its unique location just south of the Pyrenees mountains, with its 
exposure of outcrops analogous to subsurface hydrocarbon reservoirs 

in proximity to one another. The outcrops are exposed because of thrust 
faulting in the Pyrenees mountains during early Lutetian of the 

Middle Eocene. These outcrops include major plays of a conventional 
deep water hydrocarbon system from source to sink.   

pattern of  a deltaic lobe.  This field stop was also filled with lots 
of  wild lavender and thyme showing me the ways in which nature 
makes learning more enjoyable for geologists! 

• Mediano anticline: Our final stop of  the day was the Mediano 
anticline. The Mediano anticline is the geologic border of  the Tremp 
basin and Ainsa basin. It separates the Tremp fluvial deposits from 
the Ainsa shallow marine deposits with a slope of  about two to 
three degrees.    

Field Day 2, April 24th (Monday)
Monday morning started out with a lecture at Apollo hotel on deep water 
systems.  Apollo hotel was the ideal hotel for this field trip because of  its 
proximity to most of  the outcrops. It also came with a conference room/
classroom equipped with a projector and screen for our morning lectures 
and onsite core lab.

With very little experience in deep water depositional systems, our 
morning lecture felt like a crash course. I appreciated Vitor Abreu taking 
the time to summarize what we had looked at the previous day before 
delving into the details of  deep water systems. Vitor Abreu is an adjunct 
professor at Rice University with several years of  experience in the 
Industry. He was our primary leader for the field trip and he also put 
together an excellent field guide for our use. 

Field Day 1,  April 23nd (Sunday)
Sunday morning was our first field day and we got up bright and early to head 
to Ainsa, our destination. On the way to Ainsa, we first got lunch then made 
our first field stops. 

• Overview of  basin architecture of  a deep-water system: At 
Camarasa, we saw the southern border of  the Pyrenees mountains, a 
series of  Paleocene to late Eocene aged thrust faults as well as some 
beautiful poppies! The Pyrenees originated from the collision of  the 
Iberian with the Eurasian plate and the uplift created a topographically 
depressed area—a basin around the mountain chain. Different regions of  
the basin separated by anticlines have been characterized and identified 
from south-east to north-west as the Tremp, Ainsa and Jaca basins. The 
Mediano anticline separates Tremp shelf  fluvial deposits from Ainsa 
shallow marine/slope deposits while the Boltana anticline separates 
Ainsa shallow marine/slope deposits from Jaca submarine lobe deposits. 
Most of  the material deposited in these basins was derived from erosion 
of  the Pyrenees—delta deposits from the East and a conglomerate from 
the North. 

• Castissant sandstone up-
close: At our second stop, 
we looked at the Castissant 
sandstone, a fluvial deposit 
of  the Tremp basin, which is 
well correlated to the deltaic 
sequences downdip. The Cas-
tissant sandstone is a coarse-
grained sand interbedded with 
mud. These large point bar 
forms give us flow directions 
from shape and spread-out 
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Between the 50s to 70s, a fan depositional model was proposed for 
fl uvial (river) systems which gives a basic understanding of  deep 
water depositional systems. From the fan model, proximal, medial 
and distal regions were identifi ed and classifi ed based on the distance 
from the shoreline. Although, this fan depositional model gives a basic 
understanding of  deep-water depositional systems, some differences exist.

The differences between the fl uvial and deep-water depositional systems 
was one important take-away from the morning lecture. In fl uvial systems, 
fl ow is driven by the movement of  water. So, I puzzled over how fl ow 
could occur in a deep-water system which is essentially a standing column 
of  water. Was it possible for parts of  a water body to be fl owing while 
other parts were stagnant? My puzzle was answered by Vitor’s explanation, 

that it was actually 
sediment fl ow driven 
by gravity. This 
fl ow of  sediment, 
instead of  water, is 
one way in which 
a fl uvial system 
differs from a deep-
water system. The 
sediment fl ow could 
lead to deposition if  
a reduction in fl ow 
velocity or slope 
occurred. Based on 

slope, three types of  channels have been classifi ed: (a) Strongly confi ned—
about 1km long to 100m deep and typically more than 20 lithofacies (b) 
Weakly confi ned—about 1 km long to 1000 m deep (c) Distributive—1 
km to 10 m and typically about four lithofacies. Additionally, three 
environments of  deposition (EOD) were also identifi ed as: (a) channel/

April 22nd (Friday and Saturday)
   It was a nice sunny afternoon when my co-travelers and I gathered together at the patio of the Keith Weiss Geological labs in Rice University 

to head to the George Bush Intercontinental airport. We were going away for a whole week to Spain to study ancient examples of deep water 
hydrocarbon reservoirs. In Spain, we would have the opportunity to see, touch and learn about deep water reservoir rocks that are typically found 
in the bottom of an ocean! After saying goodbye to loved ones, we set out on the Rice University shuttle to the airport. With an hour’s ride to the 
airport, there was plenty of time to anticipate what this trip would be like. I personally wondered if the trip would be stress-free and utterly fun like 
a “geology-themed” vacation or if we would always come home from the � eld completely exhausted. When we got to the airport, we checked our 
bags, obtained our boarding passes and got some dinner. Soon after, it was time to board the plane to Turkey (where we would eventually connect 
to Spain) and we said goodbye to Houston. Perhaps my most cherished memory of the traveling was getting a row all to myself to spread out and 
enjoy a good night’s rest! Two plane rides, three car rides, and more than 24 hours later, we arrived safely in Barcelona where we spent the night.

channel fi ll (b) lobe/fan (c) levee.
Another important take-away from the morning lecture was the short-
comings of  using the Bouma sequence to describe deep water lithofacies. 
The Bouma sequence is a naming scheme that was developed to describe 
and classify the different lithofacies in a fl uvial system. Careful observation 
of  deep water systems in recent years have revealed the occurrence of  
lithofacies that do not fi t any category in the Bouma sequence. So, I learned 
that as a fi eld geologist, observations of  the lithofacies are more valuable than 
interpretations based on the Bouma sequence or any other naming scheme. 
Our interpretations can always change, but our observations do not! 

• Ainsa basin overview: Our fi rst stop was the top of  a gorgeous 
hill with a bell tower. Here, we saw the entire Ainsa system which is 
composed of  4 major sandstone units –Gerbe-Banaston, Ainsa, Morillo, 
O’Grau. It was breath-taking view looking at the sand ridges as they 
got progressively larger with decreasing age. The icing on the cake for 
this stop was Pena Montanesa, a spectacular view of  a snow-covered 
mountainous peak of  the Pyrenees.

• Gerbe-Banaston down-dip overview/up-close: Our second stop of  
the day was an outcrop of  the 
Gerbe-Banaston formation 
(GB), the fi rst layer in the 
Ainsa System. We fi rst studied 
a panorama of  GB to get a 
general sense. The highlight 
here was a great example of  
bioturbation. Those little 
critters were surely happy 
enough to burrow their way 
through the sands! This was a 
clue to the energy level of  GB. 
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An up-close study of  GB allowed us to better appreciate the details. 
GB is a thick-bedded sandstone with terminations occurring within 
the bed. It has three types of  lithofacies—a laminated sandstone, a 
cross-bedded sandstone and mudstone. We split up in groups and 
did our first measured section here to try to correlate the beds across 
the entire exposed outcrop of  GB and better identify where the 
bed thickens or pinches out. Having never done a measured section 
before, this was a good learning experience for me.

The Great Lunch Debate
After our first two stops, we went to the park to enjoy a lunch buffet 
specially put together by our friends at Apollo hotel. This was the best 
lunch I have had in the field—(Croquetas, Tortilla, , Jamon (Ham) Serrano, 
Manchengo cheese ) it was so yummy! Even more interesting than the 
lunch itself  was the ‘great lunch debate.’ Our debate topic and one goal 
of  this trip was to predict how the energy of  the Ainsa system changed 
over time, and if  accommodation (i.e. the space created by the depressed 
basin) was filled by depositional healing or progradation. Healing is 
associated with a decrease in slope, energy, confinement and fewer number 
of  lithofacies with deposition, while progradation is associated with an 
increase in slope, energy, confinement and greater number of  lithofacies. 
Vitor made us all pick a side, but the rocks eventually told us the answer. 

• Ainsa 1 overview: Our last stop for the day was the Ainsa 1 
formation which, is the second formation of  the Ainsa system. 
Most of  the beds of  Ainsa 1 are lens-shaped and terminate within 
the outcrop, and it is mostly a sand lithofacies. The interpreted 
environment of  deposition is a lobe. The aggradational stacking of  
facies directly on top of  each other could infer a channel avulsion 
(i.e. change in direction.) A comparison of  GB to Ainsa 1 gave us 

a preliminary answer to the ‘great lunch debate.’ Since the number 
of  lithofacies decreased between GB and Ainsa 1, it appears that 
accommodation is occurring by depositional healing! 

We wrapped up the day learning about the similarities and differences in 
the flow profile (depth versus length) of  a fluvial system and a deep water 
system.

Field Day 3, April 25th (Tuesday):
• Ainsa 2 overview/up-close: At our first stop, we got the big picture 

of  Ainsa 2, then went to a quarry to study it up close and in more 
detail. Ainsa 2 has beds that are mounded and undulating with a 
frequency of  approximately one meter. Compared to Ainsa 1 (which 
was seen the day before), Ainsa 2 is more distal, with lower energy, 
finer grains and thinner beds, indicating a less confined system. 
Vitor emphasized the importance of  neatness and precision of  our 
measured sections before placing us in teams to draw a measured 
section of  Ainsa 2. The measured section gave us a better sense of  
the vertical stacking and range of  thickness of  the beds (my sketch 
from p.2 of  guide book). Creating the measured section was the 
highlight of  my day because it allowed me to see how much I had 
learned from the previous day’s effort at the GB outcrop. I worked 
on a team with Nur Schuba (PhD student at Rice University and field 
trip participant), and we were very pleased with the outcome this time 
around! . 

• Morillo Rio Ara overview: Our second and final stop of  the day 
was the overview of  Morillo from across the Sieste River. The 
Morillo group is composed of  undulating sand beds with thinning 
towards the bottom-left and top-right. The muds in Morillo do not 

Carbonate Platform
Degradation
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show a lot of  layering and 
are less continuous across 
the exposed outcrop surface, 
compared to the sands. Strong 
downlaps can be observed 
perpendicular to the flow 
direction. Based on the paleo 
flow direction (in the direction 
of  Boltana anticline), we could 
see that the Morillo sands were 
laterally accreting (i.e. back-
stepping during deposition). 
Before getting a chance to 
take a closer look at Morillo, 
we could feel drops of  rain 
warning us that we were about 
to get rained on! We decided 
to head back to the hotel for 
the day.  

After taking a short break, we sat down to an afternoon lecture delivered 
by Keriann Pederson. Keriann Pederson is an Industry professional with 
ExxonMobil and was our secondary leader during the field trip. Keriann 
was also on top of  all the safety logistics during the field trip. We were 
introduced to two new depositional structures in deep water depositional 
systems namely antidunes and cyclic steps. Antidunes are symmetrical 
dunes that occur in deep-water systems. Just like in fluvial systems, dunes 
are also created in deep water systems. However, a difference exists in the 
style of  deposition. Fluvial dunes are created by erosion on the lee side 
and deposition on the stoss side while deep water dunes, called antidunes 
because of  their symmetrical shape, are created by the plastering of  
sediments on the same sediment package. Cyclic steps are sedimentary 
structures that result from hydraulic jumps i.e. a change in flow from 
super-critical to sub-critical. These flow types could be visualized using the 
example of  a water fall. When flow is lateral and there is communication 
between the upstream and downstream parts of  the flow, it is regarded 
as sub-critical. When flow is ‘falling’ and there is no longer any 

communication between the upstream and downstream parts of  the flow, 
it is regarded as super-critical. These hydraulic jumps are one reason why 
we do not see big boulders in a fan because the big clasts fall out of  a sub-
critical flow. Flame structures and back steps (lateral accretion) can also be 
created when a hydraulic jump occurs. 

Field Day 4, April 26th (Wednesday):
• Morillo Rio Ara up-close: Our first stop of  today was the Morillo 

outcrop next to the hiking trail of  a former monastery. Led by 
our fearless leader, Vitor, we hiked up the trail next to the Morillo 
formation, giving us the opportunity to touch and feel the outcrop. 
We identified three lithofacies in the Morillo—a silt-sized facies 
at the base, sand-sized facies with lots of  organic matter and a 
conglomerate facies with 
large-sized clast—cobbles, 
gravels and boulders. The 
conglomerate facies is a 
good example of  a debris 
flow. Debris flows are 
disruptive and erosive flows 
which can pick up large-
sized clasts that float (i.e. 
no grain-on-grain contact) 
within the flow. Morillo 
was also filled with flute 
casts, scours and flame structures. These sedimentary structures are 
important because they are indicators of  paleo-flow direction.

• Morillo Sieste river up-close: Further examination of  the top of  
Morillo revealed a distinctly laminated silt-sized facies which is more 
folded at the top. There is also a debris flow at the top. The level of  
detail that we observed at this outcrop attests to the value of  being 
able to walk up to an outcrop, observe and feel features that would be 
difficult to infer from a distance. 

Afternoon Core Description
Our last activity today involved core description of  the Ainsa system. This 
was by far the most exciting activity for me during the entire field trip. I 
was intrigued by the presence of  a core lab in the basement of  a hotel! 
Core labs are typically found in a specialized building on the campus of  a 
university or an energy company such as Exxon. You certainly do not find 
them in hotels, let alone one in Spain. In fact, you will not find them in any 
other hotel in Spain except the Apollo hotel. 

Vitor took the liberty to tell us the story of  the birth of  the core lab in the 
Apollo hotel. It all started out with the need for a place to store the cores 
that had been collected from different formations in the basin. Since Vitor 
was very good friends with Jose Antonio Florencio, the manager of  Apollo 
hotel, he reached out to Jose and was given a spot in the basement. After 
years of  running field trips out of  the hotel, Jose noticed that the students 
were always on their hands and feet crawling around the floor during the 

Aggradation

Progradation
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core descriptions. Jose suspected that something 
was out of  place and asked Vitor how things were 
done in the industry. Vitor described to him that 
core description was typically performed in a core 
lab which was basically a well-lit room with high 
tables and storage under the tables for the cores. 
Within the span of  a winter, Jose single-handedly 
built the core room based on the verbal description 
he had received from Vitor. When Vitor and other 
industry professionals found out about the room, 
they were beyond impressed and paid Jose a fee for 
building it! Since then, the unique presence of  a 
core room at Apollo hotel has attracted different 
energy companies to run training courses at this 
deep-water reservoir system! 

Before going to the core room, Vitor explained to 
us the basics of  describing a core, which includes 

characterizing the fabric, grainsize, bioturbation 
index, and sedimentary structures. In the core room, 
we got to work in teams again (I worked with Nur) 
to create a core description of  Ainsa 1. This was 
an important experience for me because it not only 
exposed me to the process of  effectively describing 
a core, but also taught me the value of  working in a 
team. Nur and I made a great team because we could 
think critically about our observations and bounce 
ideas off  each other when describing the features that 
we saw. 

Field Day 5, April 27th (Thursday):
We started out the morning discussing the core de-
scription that we had created the previous day. Vitor 
fi rst commented on the quality of  our work as a group. 
He was very impressed and said that our core descrip-
tions were even better than some he had seen from new 
industry hires! We also spent some time talking about 
the importance of  bioturbation in a deep water system. 
Bioturbation can give an idea of  the frequency of  avul-
sion events. A high bioturbation index would indicate that 
a channel system had been stable for a long time before an 

avulsion occurred, and vice versa (photo of  bioturbation index from my 
phone). Avulsions are also controlled by the size of  a basin. A channel 
could cut into its own deposit if  the basin is small or it could avulse to 
a different section if  the basin is large. 

• O’Grau overview: Our fi rst fi eld stop was to get an overview of  
the O’Grau formation. We had to use binoculars at this stop. The 
lithofacies we observed were mostly sand with very little variation. 
Some bed sets extended across the entire length of  the formation with 
a few pinching out within the formation.

• O’Grau up-close: After the overview fi eld stop, we went to take a 
closer look at the O’Grau formation. This stop involved a one hour 
hike along a river which we had to cross in certain places. My male 
co-travelers had the opportu-
nity to demonstrate their mas-
culinity by tossing rocks across 
the river to create a bridge! It 
was a lot of  fun to watch. The 
hike also provided the op-
portunity for me to chat with 
and get to know Renn Chang 
(Professional Science Master’s 
Student at Rice University and 
fi eld trip participant) from whom I learned a lot about Taiwan.

At the base of  O’Grau, we saw that the sands were thickening and 
coarsening upwards; there was also a lateral grading of  thinly bed-
ded sections to more amalgamated sections. This gradation indi-
cates that the highest energy depositional package was moving later-
ally. We interpreted the environment of  deposition for this package 
as a lobe. At the middle of  O’Grau formation, we were in a fi eld 
of  dunes! 

Sobrarbe delta clinoforms: Our fi rst fi eld stop after lunch was 
an overview of  the Sobrarbe delta clinoforms where a sequence 
boundary existed between O’Grau muds below, and carbonates 
mixed with siliciclastics above. A sequence boundary is simply an 
erosional unconformity.  We mapped out the sequence boundary 
by identifying onlaps, a geometrical relationship between sediment 
layers, seen from the overview. 

• Carbonate platform: Our fi eld trip would not have been complete 
without looking at carbonates (see pano on previous page) because 
of  our dearly beloved Andre Droxler. Andre Droxler is one of  our 
professors at Rice University and the expert on carbonates. To say An-
dre was elated when we got to the carbonate platform would be a bit 
of  an understatement! . One of  the differences between siliciclastics 
and carbonates in the fi eld is the pattern of  weathering. Weathering 
of  carbonates is characterized by circular holes. The carbonates were 
also fi lled with nummulites which are benthic/deep-water foraminifera. 
The presence of  nummulites in a formation is often an indicator of  a 
good hydrocarbon reservoir. The vertical stacking of  the carbonate fa-
cies showed aggradation to progradation which we would typically fi nd 
above a sequence boundary.
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Evening Tourism of Old Ainsa
Old Ainsa stole a piece of my heart.  
Old Ainsa is the town at the top 
of the hill in Ainsa. Old Ainsa is 
unique because of its age. Some of 
the buildings date as far back as 
the 11th century! In addition, most 
of the buildings, walls, and streets 
were made with rocks that were hewn 
out of the nearby Pyrenees. One of 
the walls of a building was built in 
such a way that suggests an angu-
lar unconformity which I thought 
was quite interesting .

Field Day 6, April 28th (Friday):
Today was our last day in the fi eld and we started out with a lecture sum-
marizing what we had learned about the Ainsa system. During the lecture, 
we put together all our combined observations on the Ainsa system and 
discussed how the system had evolved in terms of  energy based on the 
observations that we made in the fi eld (sketch of  entire Ainsa system from 
the guide book). 

• Jaca basin: Our fi nal fi eld stop of  the trip was the Jaca basin outcrop, 
which is a good example of  hydraulic jump which is a change in fl ow 
from super-critical to sub-critical. We had previously discussed hydrau-
lic jumps during the afternoon lecture of  day three and it was great to 
be able to visualize it in the outcrops. We also observed mounding and 
thickening of  the beds to the left; the thin-bedded sands to the right 
are a good candidate of  a lobe avulsion. Furthermore, we observed a 
good example of  the progression of  beds in an idealized deep water 
system, from crude stratifi cation to spaced laminations, ending with 
wavy beds. This is more representative of  deep water systems than the 
Bouma sequence. 

A good last question that was asked by Pankaj Khanna (PhD student at 
Rice University and fi eld trip manager) was: “If  we never knew that these 
were deep water outcrops based on geologic maps, and we came upon them 
for the fi rst time, how would we 
know that they were deep water 
formations?” Vitor and Keriann 
explained that the two important 
indications were: (1) presence 
nummulite beds since nummu-
lites are aquatic microbes, and 
(2) darker color of  the muds 
since they would be less oxidized 
compared to surface formations.

Afternoon Road trip and Travel Home
After lunch, we said goodbye to Ainsa and headed back to Barcelona. As 
we drove out of  Ainsa, I had mixed feelings. I was sad to be leaving because 
Ainsa had stolen a piece of  my heart. At the same time, I was looking for-
ward to being back home in Houston and being with my loved ones again. 
We spent the night in Barcelona, then headed to the airport very early the 
next morning. And that was it; we were Houston bound! 

Almost a month after my unforgettable trip to Spain, I have had a chance 
to refl ect on my experiences. I can say with all boldness that I learned more 
about deep water systems in a week than I have known in my last 7 years as 
a geology student. This fi eld trip has trained my eyes to see and appreciate 
things in the world around me that the average person cannot. I can look at 
lifeless outcrops in the fi eld and watch them come to life in my imagination 
because of  this kind of  fi eld trip. The two most important things that I 
learned and believe I will keep with me throughout my career are: (1) Ob-
servations are more important than interpretations! It is better to have an 
accurate and complete record of  the observations from an outcrop rather 
than the interpretation of  what it could be telling us. Observations do not 
change but interpretations can! (2) Practice makes you better! My descrip-
tions of  outcrops and drawings of  measured sections got better with each 
passing day. One thing that I think would enhance the learning experience 
even more is a daily introduction to some of  the terminology used for this 
area of  study. I found myself  constantly asking questions about the mean-
ing of  terms to better appreciate their usage when describing the amazing 
geology that we saw.

Field trip organizers and participants (from left to right):
Front:  Gary Linkevich, Tami LongJohn
2nd row: Renn Chang, Zuyue Zhang, Jennifer Holley, Calyn Jew, Minglong Pan, Harlan Zhang
3rd row: Chengzu Wang, Harsh Vora, Pankaj Khanna, Vitor Abreu, Skyler Wheeler, Yue Hou
4th row: Nur Schuba, Heath Hopson, Andre Droxler

Author Tami LongJohn and photographer Gary Linkevich

I am fi lled with so much gratitude towards Vitor Abreu and Keriann Pederson for taking 
the time to teach us about deep water systems and give us a deeper appreciation for the story 
that rocks can tell. I am also extremely grateful to Pankaj Khanna for all his hard work in 
making every single logistical detail run smoothly, and fi nally, Andre Droxler for all the 
support he provided behind the scenes.  Also, Gary Linkevich (Thesis Master’s Student at 
Rice University, fellow fi eld trip participant and supplier of many of the images herein) 
was phenomenal in capturing all the precious moments during this trip which has made it 
easy for me to share my story. Finally, I must thank our friends at the Apollo hotel for their 
hospitality, and my co-travelers for helping me create these incredible memories. 
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ALUMNI EVENTS Traveling Owls

As of 2017, DEEPS o�  cially partnered, for the � rst time ever, with Rice’s Traveling  Owls 
program.  Faculty in our department will serve as hosts and guides for one or two trips each year.  
� is year, Professor Cin-Ty Lee was the host of a cruise to the Galapagos Islands in January.  In 
2018, we host two more trips, a spring cruise led by Andre Droxler to the coral reefs of Belize 
and Mayan ruins, and a summer trip to Churchill Canada to look at arctic wildlife led by Cin-Ty 
Lee.  Traveling Owls trips are run by highly reputable tour companies.  You will be taken good 
care of!

We are still early in the development of our travel programs, so we are open to new ideas.               
We are considering an informal alumni and friends of DEEPS trip to the gem and mineral 
show in Quartzsite, Arizona in early January 2018, which we may combine with a trip into the 
Whipple Mountains metamorphic core complex. 

Please contact ctlee@rice.edu for more information, and watch our webpage at earthscience.rice.
edu for upcoming activities.

BELIZE TO TIKAL: REEFS, RIVERS & RUINS OF THE MAYA WORLD

March 10-18, 2018
From $5,490 per person, double occupancy

Lindblad Expeditions
Andre Droxler, Ph.D., Professor of DEEPS 

Join us in discovering the dazzling reefs of Belize and the breath-taking Mayan ru-
ins of Tikal on a unique land-and-sea expedition. Begin your journey aboard the 
newest ship in our � eet, the National Geographic Quest, you can snorkel, kayak, 
and stand-up paddleboard the crystalline waters of Laughing Bird Caye National 
Park or Sapodilla Cayes Marine Reserve. � en discover the vibrant ecosystem of the 
Belize Barrier Reef, the largest reef in the Northern Hemisphere while snorkeling 
among numerous species of stony coral and exotic sea life. � en venture to Tikal, a 
UNESCO World Heritage site and one of the most awe-inspiring archeological sites 
and urban centers of pre-Columbian Maya civilization. And while the Maya ruins 
are vast, you will have ample time to explore them. Hike nearby trails, or explore 
the little-visited Mayan ruins of Yaxha, the third largest ruin in the Maya world, all 
under the sure guidance of our unparalleled 10-person expedition team. You will 
be accompanied by an expedition leader, veteran naturalists, a Lindblad-National 
Geographic certi� ed photo instructor, an undersea specialist, as well as a wellness 
specialist and video chronicler.

POLAR BEARS & BELUGA WHALES 

July 23-29, 2018
From $3,995 per person, double occupancy
Orbridge
Cin-Ty Lee,Ph.D. Professor of DEEPS

Join us on this unique excursion north to discover the beauty and wilderness of 
Churchill, Manitoba. Known as the “Polar Bear Capital of the World,” this small 
town on the banks of the Hudson Bay is a summer home for these majestic animals, 
who spend the warmer seasons on the local shores before returning to the pack ice 
of the North Pole when it forms in early winter. In summer, this area is also home 
to more than 60,000 beluga whales and a fascinating variety of other wildlife. Come 
and witness this outstanding intersection of cold climate creatures that can only 
be found here in the Canadian north, and meet the local people who call it home. 
Pioneering spirits, welcoming smiles and abundant fresh air make this an amazing 
getaway from the bustle of everyday life.  

For more information about these trips, 
and to view a complete 2018 Traveling 
Owls catalog please visit  www.alumni.rice.
edu/travelingowls
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Lower left:  Dorothy Ballentine, John Sneider, and Cin-Ty Lee on 
Floreana Island in the Galapagos, January, 2017

DEEPS are now traveling with our alums!  It started with the “Birding with Pete Vail” series two years ago.  Many of you probably didn’t 
know that Pete Vail is quite the birder, so we are now conducting two Vail birding trips a year; a fall “Hawk Watching” trip to Smith 
Point, and a spring “Migration” trip at High Island.  � ese trips are designed so that both beginners and veterans of all ages and mobility 
are welcome.  Some come for the birds, some come for the camaraderie and reunion.  On our last trip to High Island, we were graced 
with fantastic views of nesting roseate spoonbills and egrets at the High Island rookery, along with great Texas barbecue!  

Professor Andre Droxler has begun taking friends and alums out to central Texas to tour 500 million year old stromatolites.  � e ex-
posures are arguably some of the best preserved bioherms in the world, initially only accessible by kayak on exposures along the Llano 
river, and in the last � ve years, through the generous allowance of private land owners. - C.T. Lee

Above: High Island rookery in April, 2017. 
Left to right, Pete Vail, Kevin Biddle, Bob 

Mitchum, Cin-Ty Lee.

Below: Hawkwatching at Smith Point, October, 2016.  
Left to right, Cin-Ty Lee, Kurt Rudolph, Ann Mitchum, 
Pete Vail, Malcolm Ross, Kevin Biddle, and Bob Mitchum.

Cambrian bioherms along the Llano River.  Alumni pictured are Kev-
in Biddle, Katherine Biddle, Mitch Harris, Kurt Rudolph.

Magni� cent Frigate Bird
Galapagos Island
Photo by Cin-Ty Lee
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The Imperial barrel awardDEPARTMENT  ACTIVITIES

� e American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) Imperial Barrel 
Award Program (IBA) is an educational program sponsored by AAPG that 
engages graduate geoscience students to experience what it is like to work as 
a New Ventures Group of an operating oil and gas company to evaluate the 
geology and geophysics of a prospective basin.  � e annual competition is 
adjudicated by industry professionals, and University teams compete among 6 
regional groups from around the world. � e winners are awarded scholarship 
funds for their geoscience department along with international recognition.  

� e IBA- or � e “Barrel Award”, started 1976 as part of the MSc Petroleum 
Geoscience course at Imperial College in the United Kingdom.  AAPG adopt-
ed the program concept in 2007 and created a competition that provides pri-
marily Master’s level students a unique learning experience using a real dataset 
(geology, geophysics, land, production infrastructure) to evaluate an area for 
petroleum production.  Following an eight-week period that precedes their 
regional competition, each team delivers their results in a 25-minute presen-
tation to a panel of industry experts. Regardless of how teams place, they will 
receive feedback from a panel that works in industry, and the opportunity 
impress potential employers in the audience. 

Student teams are assigned the task of making a detailed assessment of the 
petroleum potential within the given area. � ey are expected to “think outside 
the box” and identify new exploration models based on the most recent pub-
lished research.  Teams are scored on the basis of technical quality (best use of 
the current state of the art), clarity, and originality of presentation. In addition 
to the usual judging criteria such as meeting deadlines, team e� ectiveness and 
good oral presentations, teams must demonstrate evidence of rigorous and 
creative evaluations of the petroleum potential of the basin/area, along with 
the ability to make decisions based on incomplete or inadequate data.  IBA 
guidelines provide a comprehensive list of topics that should be addressed in 
the project data analysis, which supports how the team de� nes the key plays 
in a real exploration area.  � ey also make recommendations on future explo-
ration activity based on prevailing technical and economic conditions. � eir 
analyses re� ect modern petroleum exploration work� ows, including a quanti-
tative analysis of resource and risk assessment at both play and prospect levels. 

Teams may consult with their company’s Exploration Manager, typically a 
Faculty Advisor, plus an expert external consultant.  Professor Dale Sawyer 
is the Rice Faculty Advisor and mentor for Rice IBA teams.  A veteran of 
seven IBA teams, Sawyer specializes in Marine geophysics and tectonophysics, 
which brings together active source seismology, geodynamic modeling, and 
remote-sensing to investigate the structure and evolution of the crust and sed-
imentary basins.  “In 2008 when AAPG established the IBA, there were not 
enough MSc students available at Rice. In 2011, I encouraged 5 students, and 
away it went!” said Sawyer. Sawyer teaches a course on 3d seismic re� ection 
data interpretation that includes IBA topics. It is a computational-based class 
that focuses on interpreting horizons and faults and tying those interpretations 
to well data, analyzing seismic attributes, and other relevant topics. Similar 
to the IBA it places emphasis on work� ows used in hydrocarbon exploration.

Rice competes with 10 other Universities in the Gulf-Coast section, � ve of 
which come from Texas.  � ere are four sections in the US whose winners 

compete at the regional and then the international levels. While the Rice 
team did not place in the top spot, they did receive glowing reviews and 
compliments on their work and style from industry professionals.  � e win-
ner, which was the University of Houston, went on to win the top prize in 
the International competition, highlighting the prestige of the Gulf Coast 
Section. One of this year’s team members, Subsurface Geoscience MSc stu-
dent Calyn Jew sums up her experience and provides advice for future Rice 
IBA teams: 

“� e best part about the IBA experience is learning the fundamental work� ows 
of hydrocarbon exploration while engaging in a truly collaborative team setting. 
� e program grants teams access to industry level software, the essential tools that 
make high tech science possible. � e hardest part about IBA is the time commit-
ment. It essentially mimics the workload of an internship while it occurs during 
the academic spring semester. 

For those interested in entering the oil and gas industry, IBA is a worthwhile en-
deavor because the skills acquired throughout this eight week challenge have direct 
practical application in this � eld. � is highly competitive competition o� ers chal-
lenges that a real-world exploration geoscientist faces from proposing a prospect 
given a limited dataset, to managing a project in a time sensitive environment. 
Every IBA participant that I have talked to agrees that it has been an overall 
rewarding experience. 

A few suggestions for future IBA teams would be to maintain a steady pace with set 
achievable weekly goals and to communicate often among team members. � ere 
is a lot of work to do in a short amount of time, therefore, e�  cient knowledge 
transfer is key to integrating everyone’s work and maintaining a consistent level 
of understanding.”

The 2017 IBA Rice team: Minglong Pan, Calyn Jew, Sean Romito (Captain), 
Zuyue (Phoebe) Zhang, Hualong (Harland) Zhang, Dr. Dale Sawyer

Rice IBA Gulf-Coast Section Team 
competes with the very best By Linda Welzenbach

IBA 2017 data: New Zealand Taranaki- The red polygon marks the extent of The 
Rice Team’s Taranaki basin dataset. They were given 215 two-dimensional lines, and 
8 wells with an assortment of logs. Areas where there is sparse 2-D line coverage 
required more jump tie seismic interpretation, which can limit the confi dence of map-
ping in that region.
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Team Captain Sean Romito confers with fellow professional masters student 
Jacob Proctor and Phoebe Zhang.
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Drop Photography:   Visualizing Fluid Dynamics 
 by Jacqueline Rios ‘17

Visualizing Nature is a collaborative, experimental course o� ered with support from Rice’s Arts Initiative Fund.  

Professors Adrian Lenardic (DEEPS) and Geo� rey Winningham (Department of Visual and Dramatic Arts) have worked together to evolve this 
course since 2013, recognizing that close observation of the natural world are at the core of the best science and visual art alike.  Visualizing Na-
ture continues to evolve, encouraging students to freely explore, carefully observe, and photographically record aspects of the natural world, using 
both scienti� c and artistic methods.  During the spring semester of 2017, 11 students from a wide variety of disciplines and departments were 
guided to focus their attention on aspects of the natural landscape found entirely within the city of Houston. In order to ensure broad coverage, 
the city was divided into 12 geographical zones.  Additionally,  6 important “streams” or “trails” (i.e. Bu�  ao Bayou, Main Street, White Oak 
Bayou, Shepherd Drive) were identi� ed.  For 14 weeks, students — working largely in pairs — explored Houston, looking for compelling images 
of the natural landscape as it thrives, struggles, and survives within the city.  Students recorded their observations of the natural landscape using 
digital photography, and their collective work from the semester comprises a documentary archive of the landscape of the city at this point in 
time.  Each student was also required to pursue a science project related to the landscape of the city.  Observation of water � ow in the bayous of 
the city led to this visual study of water splashes.  Fifty-six photographs were chosen to be displayed at the Moody Art Cener for their combination 
of truth  and beauty, as well as for the various regions and streams of the city that they represent.    - A. Lenardic

Sometimes we take for 
granted the beauty in every 

day science. Take for example 
snow� akes or champagne bubbles, 

these are all wonderful in their own 
way. In my project with the help of the 

graduate students, I was able to capture 
beautiful images of water splashes, jets, 

crowns, drops, and the most fascinating, wa-
ter drop impacts. Next time when you see rain 

falling, perhaps grab a camera that can capture 
1/800s images of your own, or rather I invite you to 
test your creativity and try the experiment yourself! 

Trust me, it will be worth it!

� e Visualizing Nature 
course at Rice is one of the 
many reasons why I love Rice. In 
an attempt to combine the human-
ities with STEM � elds, this course 
allows us scientists to explore the many 
wonders of nature and document our 
creativity. For my project, I worked on Water 
Drop Photography. At � rst I started out in my 
home-laundry room with a medicine dropper, a 
camera, and my own personal study lamp before 
moving on to Dr. Lenardic’s lab where I could use 
better equipment and have greater control. 

“In the end, I think 
that the images 
that we captured 
are astonishing, 
capturing both the 
complexity and 
simplicity of water 
drops.”  

- J. Rios
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Rice University partnered with � e Houston Museum of 
Natural Science to celebrate the UN-designated World 
Oceans Day, by hosting a family event to promote ocean 
conservation and bring awareness to a variety of issues; from 
plastics pollution to the e� ects of sea level rise. � e event was 
co-sponsored by Rice University’s BioSciences Department, 
NOAA Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary, 
Marine Mammal Stranding Network and HMNS.

DEEPS partnered with BioSciences to share their appreciation for the oceans and 
marine life and ways we can help in their conservation. Post doctoral fellows Dr. 
Travis Swanson and Dr. Lauren Simkins, with the assistance of  graduate students 
Lindsay Prothro and Tian Dong, developed a hands-on demonstration on ‘� e 
Texas coast and its response to sea level change.’ � e demonstration focuses on 
two questions: (1) what is sea level? and (2) how does the coast change when sea 
level rises?  A minature wave tank, along with informational material was used 
to show the important processes that in� uence sea level rise and coastal change 
that may impact the Texas coast. “Most of us live on land and it’s a nice break 
to mentally switch and for us to think about the ocean for a day”, said Swanson. 
Visitors got to see the physical action of  waves and rising water  and how it  
a� ected barrier islands.  Graduate student Tian Dong  who assisted with the 
demonstration was interviewed  by NEWSFIX. 
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For more information and links to the pamphlet: 
earthscience.rice.edu/2017/06/07/world-oceans/
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Travis Swanson uses wave tank to demonstrate to 
HMNS visitors the impact of rising water on barrier is-
lands.  See the NEWSFIX interview with Tian Dong at
(cw39.com/2017/06/08/- HMNS hosts) 
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Hello. My name is Laurence, and I am proud to be a scientist. 

I wasn’t always a scientist, though. When I was a kid, I wanted make it to the NBA; I wanted to be the next Michael Jordan. I would practice 
for hours every day after school: dribbling; lay-ups; the signature fade-away jumper. And by age 12, it seemed that the practice had paid o� : I 
led my team to a league championship that year. Clearly, I was destined for great things. Unfortunately, these included great disappointment, 
as I saw my teammates come back taller every year, while I more or less stayed the same height. I got left behind. Some dreams are simply not 
meant to be.

I eventually found Earth and Environmental science by way of Chemistry. I had always done well at Chemistry in school and I enjoyed the 
mix of math with explosions. In particular, I liked how math could be used to make explosions bigger. � anks to a wonderful chemistry profes-
sor, Mr. Elrod, I would later discover that chemists did more than just blow things up. � ey had helped clean polluted air when they learned 
how smog formed; they are helping heal the ozone layer by � nding alternatives to harmful CFCs; and they are helping us understand climate 
change by piecing together how our climate changed in the past. Mr. Elrod showed me how to use what I learned in school to do some good, and 
to dedicate my life to something larger than myself. 

Today, my work at Rice University is focused on understanding the machinery that controls our environment. How does life alter the atmo-
sphere? How does the atmosphere a� ect life? If we know how the system works, we should have a better sense of how to keep it humming along.

What I have learned in studying the Earth is a greater appreciation for context; a greater appreciation for time. In essence, an appreciation 
for the circumstances that brought us here today. Continents grow, they collide, and erode over hundreds of millions of years. � ick sheets of ice 
� ow like rivers, grinding away at the bedrock, delivering nutrients to faraway valleys and distant oceans. It is these interconnected actions of 
Mother Nature that give us our purple mountain majesties, our fruited plains, and our amber waves of grain.  

We exist at a time of great technologies, technologies that let us do in minutes what Mother Nature can only do in millennia. We, too, can move 
mountains. We can change the air we breathe and the water we drink. Science is our way of asking: Are we doing okay? Is everything in good 
shape? � ere are some things that only Mother Nature, in her in� nite experience, can tell us. Today, on Earth day, of all days, we should listen 
to our mother.

After all, we are all in this together, sometimes in ways we won’t understand or appreciate until much later. My father immigrated to this 
country on a boat—seven thousand miles on a boat—to study physics. � e distance didn’t matter; science was his path to opportunity. Study-
ing science gave him a job that would later let my mother stay at home, to raise my brother and me with warmth and tough love; to � nd a 
community where a short, asthmatic 12-year-old could be a bona � de basketball star, if only for a moment; where that same kid could � nd joy 
and meaning in serving others; and where he could discover his own way to carry the � ame forward. 

You could say I owe my childhood dream to science. Science supported my family, and my dreams of playing in the NBA. It supported hours 
and hours of practice, and the idea that hard work pays o� . We scientists are more than just stewards of knowledge; we are also stewards of 
hopes and dreams, for many lives not yet lived. 
� is is what science gives: Essential things. Vital things. � ings that make life worth living. We march for science today so that others can 
dream, much as I did, and so that others can � nd their own place in this marvelous tapestry. 

My name is Laurence, and I am thankful for science. I am proud to be a scientist. 

On April 20th, Professor Laurence Yeung took part in the March for Science (MFS).  He 
received the invitation through his connection as an informal faculty advisor for Texans 
for Climate Change Action, a student-run group that started in 2017 (with ESCI graduate 
Audrey Oduwur playing a prominent role). � e MFS organizers wanted someone to speak 
about the environment. Yeung agreed because he felt it was the right thing to do.  “� e 
science we do is under threat.” says Yeung.
Yeung wanted to get across how science had shaped and enriched his life -- not in “scienc-
ey” ways, like putting ones smartphone in a pocket -- but how it instead allowed him to 
basically “be a kid; to have dreams; to live a good life.” 

He  wanted to remind everyone that, in ways we don’t always recognize, science takes care 
of us.   It takes care of our children.   You can watch his speech here:  youtu.be/OQ� hS4N-oQ
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Dr. Laurence Yeung speaks at the March for Science in Houston
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AAPG Report   by Pankaj Khanna
AAPG Student Chapter at Rice University’s DEEPS aims to provide 
information relating to geology and the associated technology of 
petroleum, natural gas, and other energy mineral resources; to inspire 
and train next generation geologists; to inform and develop high 
level professional conduct among the members; and to advance the 
professional network of Rice University student members. In order to 
achieve those goals each year, the AAPG club organizes several talks, 
workshops, � eld trips, and information sessions. Under my leadership 
in 2016-17, the club has exponentially increased its interaction of the 
department student body with industry by adding several new events 
to ful� ll the main goal of the AAPG club.

� e club organized the following events during 2016-17 academic 
session; 1) Orientation in early September to welcome new members 
and to inform them about the yearly club activities (scholarships, � eld 
trips, workshops, seminars), 2) AAPG RIGS (A new event to invite 
Rice Alums and other industry professionals to interact with students) 
which consisted of 3 consecutive Fridays, which included a Career Info 

Session and Resume Review Session (1st Friday organized with help 
from DEEPS Alumni liason and historian Martha Lou Broussard 
who is the AAPG student chapter mentor), Student talks (2nd 
Friday), and student posters (3rd Friday), 3) AAPG Houston Student 
Expo, George R. Brown (Downtown)- Rice student Chapter, with 
Martha Lou Broussard, helped in organizing this event in which 50 
di� erent universities participated, 4) Workshop by Fred Schroeder – 
Extracting Geology from Seismic Wiggles) November 2016, 5) Info 
session for Imperial Barrel Award (November), 6) Core Facility Field 
trip to ALS Oil and Gas with Jim Tucker, 7) Seminar by Paul Mitch 
Harris (February), 8)� e highlight of the Spring semester – Ainsa 
Deepwater Outcrops Field trip which was funded by Shell (see page 
32 for a � rst hand account by one of the participants.)

To conduct all the activities, the club is highly dependent on funding 
and would like to thank Shell, Chevron, and the department for 
their continuous support, and thank BP for their new commitment 
to our yearly list of donors.

2016-17 academic session was a great experience for me as a leader, 
but no leader can succeed without a team. I would like to thank our 
team – Harsh Vora, Wey Yi Foo Joyeeta Bhattacharya, Nancy Zhou,,
without whom nothing would have been possible. 

We have updated our website and you could visit us at         
www.earthscience.rice.edu/aapg/ for more info.

GeoUnion Report   by Wey Yi Foo

It has been a busy and successful academic year in the department. 
� ank you all for your participation this year!

GeoUnion supported activities such as the T-Shirt design 
fundraiser, Enlightenment, O&G Career Talks, Looney 
Noonz, our BBQs, Halloween, Beer Fridays & � ursdays, 
Craw� sh Boil, the CEVE Volleyball competition, and the UH 
Kickball meetup.

� ese activites would not be possible without the following sup-
porters: GeoUnion O�  cers- David Blank, Joyeeta Bhattacharya, 
Bill Farrell, Chenliang Wu, Nancy Zhou, and volunteers- Brandee 

2017 Crawfi sh Boil

Carlson, Laura Carter, Proteek Chowdhury, John Cornthwaite, 
James Eguchi, Daman Grewal, Sahand Hajimirza, Hehe Jiang, Tami 
Longjohn, Boda Li, Wenpei Miao, Luan Nguyen, Chris Odezulu, 
Loredana Suciu, Chengzu Wang, Xiaoyu Wang, Julin Zhang, Daniel 
Woodworth, Tuo Zhang, Chia Jui, Jennifer Holley, Hou Yue, Sean 
Romito, Pulkit Singh, Min Chen, Jonathan Delph, and Chenguang 
Sun.

A special thank you to our honorary o�  cer, Gary Linkevich, for 
coming through every single time; whether it is with AV, IT, or grunt 
work help.

I’d also like to thank our sta�  members, and the department for the 
support provided to us this year.

According to DEEPS professor Jerry Dickens, the “Boil” was established when he was school master 11 years ago.  � e DEEPS/IBB 
co-sponsored event is now in its 9th (or so) year and feeds more than a hundred fans 600 pounds of the mudbug, and provides a vari-
ety of entertainment for kids of all ages.        Photos by L. Welzenbach
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 2016-2017 Donations

$5,000-20,000
Schuepbach Energy, LLC

Sneider Exploration, Inc.
BHP Billiton

Repsol USA, Inc

<$500
Dr. A.A. Ekdale

Dr. Davin Johannes Wallace
Dr. Gerald Roy Dickens

Dr. Michael E. Kahn
Mr. Joseph J. Mauch

Mr. Kenneth Richard Helm
Mr. Michael Joseph Kallstrom

Dr. and Mrs. Robert Quincy Oaks
Mr. Fermin Fernandez

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Edrich
Dr. Thomas A. Jones

Mr. Daniel Joel Weisman
Dr. and Mrs. Geoffrey Allen Haddad

Dr. Mark A. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Estill

Mrs. Andrea Simms
Mr. David Swenson
Dr. Cynthia Wright
Dr. J. Cal Cooper

Dr. John B. Anderson
Mr. Jeffrey Francis Piccirillo

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Haus
Ms. Rachel Marzen

$20,000-$75,000
Dr. Kevin Thomas Biddle

Drs. Cin-Ty Lee and Yu-Ye Wen

$10,000-$20,000
Estate of Cyrus Strong

$5,000-$10,000
Dr. Kenneth C. Abdulah
Dr. Edward K. Biegert

Dr. Lila Laux

$1,500-$5,000
Dr. Manik Talwani

Dr. Charles O. Pollard, Jr.
Dr. Daniel L. Miller, M.D.

Mr. John D. Jeffers
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm Ingham Ross

$500-$1,500
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Filson

Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Blair
Mr. and Mrs. Otto H. Trechter

Dr. Saijin Huang

Corporate Donors

We wish to thank everyone for contributing to the promotion of our students, and for providing extraordinary 
experiences, programs, and opportunities that make Rice EEPS one of the best in the country.

EEPS activities are made possible through the generosity of our Donors.

Hess Corporation
Apache Corporation

Southwestern Energy Company
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation
Classic Geological Studies Corp.

The American Association of  Petroleum Geologists

ExxonMobil Foundation
Shell Oil

$50,000-$100,000
Chevron U.S.A Inc. 

Individual Donors

>$100,000
Mary Anne & William Dingus

$20,000-50,000 <$5,000
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2017 earth science department 
contribution form

. Fill with department text

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Contributor	Information
Name

Address

City State ZIP Code

Country

If we have questions, how may we contact you?

Phone (          )

Fax (          )

Email

Contribution	Options

Check or money order enclosed. Please make checks payable to 
Rice University
Check # Check amount $

Please charge my credit card:
Visa        Mastercard        American Express        Discover

$                            one-time charge OR
Deduct $                 per month until               OR until further notice
Credit card #

Expiration Date

Name on card

Authorized signature

Contribution	Options

Contributi on Opportuniti es

$_______ Devlin-Schnable Memorial Scholarship Fund

� e award helps to o� set the cost of summer � eld camp for Geology/
Geophysics students

$_______ Douglas and Martha Lou Broussard Memorial 
                       Fellowship Endowment
Given to a graduate student in the later year(s) of their program, 
preference to female students

$_______Industry-Rice Earth Science Symposium IRESS

� is endowment goes to supporting industry-Rice relationships 
through workshops, conferences and collaborations

$_______Human Impacts on the Earth Fund

� is endowment kickstarts the building of the Rice Center 
for a Sustainable Earth

Department of Earth Environmental and Planetary Sciences

We need your help and ideas!  Our development priorities are to grow the next generation of  geosci-
entists, who can navigate the complex world ahead of  us.  Our ultimate goal is to build a center for 
sustaining the Earth, which ultimately will lead to an institute of  the Earth, Environment and Energy.  
Towards these goals,we need help in establishing research support for students, enhancing opportunities 
for female geoscientists, building new analytical and computational facilities, adding new faculty lines 
through endowed chairs, and establishing post-doctoral fellowships in partnership with industry or the 
planetary community in Houston.

Contact Cin-Ty Lee for more information or if  you have other ideas of  how to enhance DEEPS (ctlee@rice.edu; 
713 348 5084)  EEPS, Rice University, 6100 Main Street MS-126, Houston TX 77251-1892

2017 Department of  Earth, Environmental 
and Planetary Sciences 

Contribution Form
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THANK YOU TO THE SUPPORTER S OF OUTCROPPINGS:

• is currently the largest section of the Society 
of Exploration Geophysicists (over 2000 
members) 

• encourages and supports scientifi c, 
educational, and charitable activities to benefi t 
geophysicists

• sponsors more then 100 technical and social 
events each year

• provides opportunities for professional growth 
and the strengthening of business connections

If you live in Houston, work in Houston or travel to 
Houston for business, it pays to be a member of the 
Geophysical Society of Houston. 

The Geophysical Society of Houston

For information about our 
calendar, membership and 
corporate sponsorship:

www.gshtx.org
281-741-1624

Dedicated to the education of geophysics through 
STEM, K-12 outreach, scholarships, continuing 
education and professional development

Thin and Polish Sections Preparation

GEORGE CHALHOUB  OWNER

12520 Market Street
 Houston, TX  77015
 713-330-1018

texaspetrographic.com

TEXASROCKS1@GMAIL.COM

Texas Petrographic 
Services Inc.
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—Antara Goswami  ’12 
      SUBSURFACE GEOSCIENCE

Professional Science 
Master’s Program

profms.rice.edu

“One of the best industry-
oriented graduate programs 
available. The combination of 
management coursework and 
advanced technical education 
trains students to become 
professional scientists with
an astute knowledge of 
business and technology.”

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

BIOSCIENCE AND  
HEALTH POLICY

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS  
AND DECISION MAKING

NANOSCALE PHYSICS

SUBSURFACE GEOSCIENCE

SPACE STUDIES

HOUSTON, TEXAS
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   from the Editor

Since I began at Rice, I have received more and more inquiries about how to become a “science writer”.  I sit and fumble with what to 
say.  � e “writer” part has never been my primary job description.  Perhaps ‘on-the job’ training in science outreach is the better way 

to describe my non-traditional career path.  I’m more a jack-of-all trades.  Come by my o�  ce and I will be happy to tell you about it.

Science writer may be my title, but what I am, and what all of YOU should be, are science communicators.
   
My de� nition of science communication is:  � nd opportunities to excite non-scientists about science by making it accessible enough (in a 
variety of ways and means) that they will want to share it with others.  Opportunities are made by YOU.          

� e skill will come with experience.   But if you want know how to go about engaging in professional science writing, the � rst thing 
I would suggest is look at the career paths of those authors who publish in popular science media.  Most of the science writers I have 
worked with have a journalism or publishing background, where writing has been the primary career skill, followed closely by the ability 
to measure people so that they can connect with them.  � ey are good listeners, they identify motivations, likes and dislikes, and can  
communicate at the level of their audience. 

Good science writers have one other essential quality- a passion for sharing science with everyone!  � ey will also dig deep to make sure 
that the information is accurate, that the perspective is balanced when issues are polarizing, and make it personal enough to engage and 
inspire their audience.    � ere are, of course, the Hawking’s, Sagan’s and Gould’s of the world to whom we can aspire.  You could be the 
next one if you have the passion to share your knowledge!

We want our EEPS family to not only engage in communicating our science, but to enjoy sharing our passions and interests.  We will 
help you do this, and we have this fabulous forum from which you can show-o�  your talents.

WE WANT TO HEAR YOUR VOICE!  Outcroppings is the place to talk about your science,  discuss what motivates you, and share 
your interests and experiences.  Please feel free to talk to me or Cin-Ty Lee if want to contribute an article or help out with developing 
content.   

I want to thank Cin-Ty Lee for the opportunity and privilege of working  with EEPS, and I look forward to getting everyone excited 
about communicating what you do.   Science!!   
          -Linda Welzenbach

What do you see? 

How will you 
describe it?  

What are your 
conclusions?  

Why are they 
important?  

Who will you 
share them 

with? 

How will you 
share them?

 
Why should 
they care? 
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Rice University
Earth, Environmental
and Planetary Sciences

MS-126
6100 Main Street
Houston, TX 77005

 Ou t c r o p p i n g s
earthscience.rice.edu

Neoproterozoic metadiamictite, Minas Gerais Brazil 
This mylonitic metaconglomerate from the Macaubas Group contains a succession of glaciogenic sediments formed during one of 

the major “Snowball” Earth glaciation events.  The protolith of this rock was a marine glacial deposit known as a diamictite.  These 

diamictites were deposited on the margin of a small oceanic basin formed by continental rifting that initiated ~900 million years ago.  

Around 600 million years ago, the basin began to close,  culminating in continental collision of the Brazilian-West Congo orogeny.  

It was during this collision that the diamictites were ductilely deformed.  Ths rock is of low metamorphic grade, but has undergone 

extreme deformation, resulting in a mylonitic texture.  Large clasts in the fine-grained matrix represent glacial dropstones and are 

represented by a wide range of lithologies ranging from quartzite, diorite and carbonate.  The quartzite and carbonate clasts have 

undergone extreme recrystallization during deformation, generating delta-type structures and profound lineation.  The igneous 

clasts, however, show minimal recrystallization and instead show evidence of rotation. 




